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I could only receive the love and kindness
GOV. KENT’S COMMir/N’ICATION. President does not doubt, that with the aid equally eon^ttZt
which is a ivife’s due.”
[concluded.]
ent with the honor and the
PUBLISHED KVKR.Y SATURDAY MORNING, BY
I inquired the name of her who had so
The Surveyors who run he exploring of more accurate surveys, by skillful per feest interests’of the Stat'
J A‘IES K. REJilCII.
strongly excited my sympathy ; in a mo hne are very brief in their descriptions of the sons on the ground, and freedfrom the re
As J ‘ mvfe.elsewhere said, I believe that
O riewou the VI <iu-Sireet,-opposite the Meeting-House. ment the beautiful Eliza flitted before my
straint hitherto imposed by a due north “on th
> sofe/ ‘Ct* we have no ulterior views
country
at
and
about
the
Northwest
an«le.
TKR 'IS Ob' THE (J VZEl’TE AND PALLADIUM.
line, such highlands may be found.”
mind—she who at twenty years was so Mr. Odell, the British
and no once; sd objects. Our plans and
Surveyor, says’__
t’.v > dolhrs per auhinn, if paid within the year.—
Other
expressions
ofsimilar
import,
in
beautiful, so affectionate, and so happy that/ .......
our poi y are Open and exposed to the
that ....
on the borders of Beaver Stream
Interest wdl be charged on af| subscriptions which
’’ relat’°n to the asserted impractjcabilitv of vie’i
I arose ! where the line i
re.nini unpod at the expiration of thh year. No angels might have envied her lot.
11 mea. M
*
■
Maine
has
nothing ip eie
intersects
it,
i
paper discoiitiiiued, except at the option ot the pub- with an indistinct feeling that I should meet low, wild U!c«u\,
a piece of the treaty line, may be found in other naris
ther to conceal or disjm
wild meadow.
At a short distance
I cj?nfess%»yinner, until -ill arrearages are paid.
of
the
correspondence
in
1835
and
1836.
self, o be one of
t se oublis )er does iiot hold himself responsible for something which my youthful mind was [ from the stream,, on both sides, the ground
^hS have little faiffi
In the recent renewal of the correspon in th
a i v error i | any advertiseinent beyond the amount wont to contemplate with such delight.
I rises
------------1
.......
'
■
portance of TormaLpbservahcps. or
moderately, but the elevation is verv
charged for its insertion.
,
entered the room, but what did I see ? the small and there is no appear«.ice of high dence between our Government and that of in the m series
. .....
series of diplomacy,
dialbmaBy,^ believe
Great
Britain,
Mr.
Fox,
the
British
Minis

shadow of her whose early dawn was the lands.”
that in t tnsactions between S
s
Mise E CLAN ROUS.
ter, in his letter of January 10th, 1838, as.<ndiv mils, much iilWodd at ... tas well
promise of earthly bliss. ’ Would to God
Mr. Johnson, in his report,' savs “ pro
>y unsays
: “ The British Government, despair fortuna?
it had never been my lot to have thus en ceeding North (from 132 miles)" rhe land
THE WIFE.
disagreements, and irreconcilable
ing of the possibility of drawing a line which (W/
countered
her,
who,
in
youth,
had
left
such
ending in o »epK war, might
'
continues very high and ml
Uf}even shall be in literal conformity with the worth ;
Paa fond and confiding girl, few hours
haVfe
4»fe so full ofbuoyancy and hope, of kind- I a magic and undying spell on my mind.
to 144 «files 26 Okums, where"
¡anti fis of the -treaty of 1783, has suggested that a ■' 31 - f
■
of interr^^s
nearly as high as at 132 miles, and’ is tfieT
ness and affection, as those of courtship ;
d
cmksd:
Labor Saving Soap.—Mr. Gibbs—I ridge which divides-the waters emptying in conventional Boundary should be substitut of plain dealing with each other, hnd the
and few, it may be truly, said, are so im
ed for the line described by the treaty.” faithful
observance of that 'golden rule,
portant to her future welfare and happi herewith send you a recipe for making the to the River St. Lawrence from those This is but a repetition of the idea, contain
ness. In her lover she too often sees all Saving Soap (so called)—it is an excellent which tall into the Atlantic Ocean. On the ed in Mr. Vaughan’s note of May 8th, 1833, which, although perhaps it is not found in
tne codes of national laws, or the rules of
top of this ridge is a large yellaw birch tree.
I bat is wonky and respectable in man ; the article for washing,.and a saving of labor.
that the description of boundary contained diplomatists, is yet worth them all—“ Do
The
Recipes
for
making,
have
been
sold
From
this
point
to
Beaver
Creek
(Stream/,
ardor of her affection softens the most of
in the treaty is defective and should be aunto others as you would that others, should
fensive traits of character, and obliterates in this place from $5 to $10—and the soap there is a general and very considerable de bandoned.
do unto you.”
all minor feelings.
Whatever she may for 7 cents per pound ; but can be manu scent, interrupted -by a few places of rising
Finally —in the note from Mr. Forsyth
I was also anxious that, if any difficulty
have collected from poetry, is brought in factured for about 2 cents. Ifyou see fit ground for short distances.”
to Mr. Williams, one of our Senators in or collision should arise between the Com
It
is
true,
that
near
the
close
of
the
sur

aid of her imagination, which pictures, in you may publish it for the benefit of the
Congress, before referred to, he ('Mr. For missioners, clothed with authority by this
veys, the American Agent obtained an or
the most glowing colors, the character of a public.
syth) states, that the object of the -President State, and the officers of the Province of
der for some explorations North of the St.
Take two pounds Sal Soda ;
husband ; and her affection persuades her
in offering to make the last proposition for New Brunswick, there should not be after
John,
but
they
resulted
in
a
rapid
visit
bv
I
wo
pounds
yellow
bar
soap
;
that in her love she has found a perfect
an exploring survey “ is to test the correct wards any occasion to complain of want of
Mr. Burnham and Dr. Tiarks to Beaver
Ten quarts of water ;
representative of this ideal picture.
ness of the Stale of Maine, that the information of our real intentions, and the
Cut the soap in thin slices and boil all Sueam and Lake Metis, and two or three
In dreams ot confidence in the prudence
line described in the treaty of 1783 can be actual instructions, or any such assumed
of her choice, and delightful anticipations together two hours—then strain through a other spots at the portages, where of Course found and traced, whenever the Govern
justification for proceedings based upon im-.
the land was the lowest. Mr. Burnham in
of succeeding years of affection and happi- cloth, let it cool, and it is fit for use.
ments of the United Slates and Great Bri aginary facts.
his
report
says,
that
he
adopted
that
course
Directions
for
using
the
Soap.
—
Put
ness, she is led to the altar ; and how often,
tain shall proceed to make the requisite in
The answer of Sir John HarvSy, al
alas ! does one short year bring home to ' the clothes in soak the night before you of visiting distinct and separate places, by vestigations, with a predisposition to effect
though couched in courteous language, ac
going
directly
to
them
and
returning,
being
wash—
and
to
every
pail
of
water
in
which
her aching bosom the sad reality of the fal
the desired object.”
cording with the well known high and horrt
sity and emptiness of her hopes of all mu you boil the clothes add about one pound of under Hie impression that he “ could not
In deciding upon the course to be pursu orable character of that officer, will yet
tual love, tender assiduity and mutual af soap —the clothes will need no rubbing, tiace the division of waters from Beaver ed, and the instructions to be given to the
doubtless command your attention and de
fection. Yesterday the lover was all at merely rinse them out and they will be Stream to the Grand Portage in season to Commissioners, it seemed to the Executive, liberate consideration., as expressing in frank
report
before
the
Board.
”
There
were
tention, and love marked every action • to perfectly clean and white.
considering the shortness of the time re and decided language, the character and
some other slight, examinations of the Porta
Great Falls, N. H. Oct. 4, 1838.
day the husband is cold, distant and neg
maining after the appointment of the Com extent of his.instructions, relative to main
ges by Mr. Johnson and Capt. Partridge,
lectful, preferring the company of the
ffy^The above Labor Saving Soap is
missioners and the preparations for the ex taining the jurisdiction of the disputed ter
but
no
exploration
along
the
highlands
VuritQari frxi«
I
tin_ a
I
e
ft
worthless and dissipated to that of her, advertised
for A.»
sale
number of the from the N. W. angle towards* the head of pedition, the want of suitable instruments ritory.
who, but a few days since, he flattered him Maine papers—and is highly recommend
tor accurate and exact surveys, and the
1 he Commissioners and Surveyor, hav
self was dearer to him than all the world ed by those who have made use of it. We Connecticut River.
small part of the actual line which could be ing received their instructions, and made
Thus
with
imperfect
and
unfinished
sur

beside.
advise the ladies of Piscataquis to procure
run and located, during the past season, and ' preparations for the expedition, immediate
I can hardly picture to myself a situation ingredients and make it according to the |veys on our part, the question was submit more especially considering the mystery ly repaired to the point designated, and
ted
to
the
Commissioners,
who
disagreed
more truly heart-rending and deplorable, recipe —it will save them a great deal of ;
and uncertainty, »vhich diplomacy and with zeal and fidelity continued in the per
and afterwards to the Umpire, who was not’
than that <>! a female who has found every hard labor—besides wash boards and wash- <
management had thrown over the character formance of the duties assigned them, until
satisfied with the evidence, and who, as Mr.
want anticipated, and every reasonable wish ing machines need not be made use of.
of the country about the often named angle, the severity of the weather compelled then!
McLane says, “ is not understood to have
gratified under the paternal roof, with the
t
, . .
. . ,
,
. and the importance which had been pìvpd to return. Their report, which I have the
Piscataquis Herald.
found it •""
impracticable,
sarnL'
|1r'CfiCi/bb-’|at
i‘l' lea<
T
llis °"’n
ll,is “'“"t of
both bj our
warm confidence of youth, to repose on the
pleasure to transmit to you, will be read
’ f d "‘I h'S lll'"ds “"S'venng the General Government and that of Grein Bri
boson» of affection, but finding her confibosom
.... unexpected
____ ,
,,HC Mr. ,IpT '
An
- Question.— While
with interest and satisfaction.
By that it
description
of
highlands
of
the
treaty
deset
iptton
the
Ot
tteaty,
tain,
lire
anxiety
manifested
bv
the
Legisladence betrayed, her affection slighted, and | Burr was yesterday mZs-examining a
K.1Í kîn
............... ........
.
M *
appears,
that
the
exploring
line
was found
i ¡«re of Maine in 1 837, and the’ high probao 1 W’t' bhlJ .o
herself with a helpless offspring left to ness
ness in
in the
the Marine
Manne Court,
Court, he
he happened
ham
marked too near the north west angle ; that
able to find them in a direction due
struggle with unkindness, poverty and want. to cast his eyes under the table, and instant
north bilny that an examination of that section the base of the Country rises constantly and
from the monument.”
Such, alas ! is t<>o often the case in this ly stooped down and took up a very valuawould dissipate all doubts and remove all reguiady from the monument at the head
it is a fact worthy of notcie, that this
world of uncertainty, where we find, mixed . bje fur cap, which he showed to the witness,
uncertainty, and would supersede the neces- of the St. Croix to the angle, which is from
State and the Commonwealifi of Massachu
sily of any further exploration© by erihet -ITO to three thritisaird fX-t
with the kindest blessings ot our Heavenly j arid asked him “ Is that your cap.”
the Tevet
The setts, by their Land Agents. I.(
have survey- Government, which would delay the seitle- of the sea, and more than 500 feet higher
Father, evils, which almost stagger our i question was altogether so foreign to the case
ed and examined the whole fine
<.„
ie
as
claimed
meni
of
the
question,
that
it
was
advisable,
strongest faith.
than the Kedgwick, one of the.streams run
on tiial, that it created no little astonishment by Great Britain from Mars Hill to
.
'J..... , *
‘J*11 to our
«et, in the first instance, upon that nart
In my boyish days, when every thing in Court, and the witness to whom it was western boundary,
but have never, until the of the resolve which requires^he Commis ning into the Bay of Chaieur near the saidwas bright and sunny, and pleasure sported put, seemed both astonished and displeased
angle and the St. Lawrence waters ; that
uny exani,na,ion of »¡oners to “ to ascertain” the true line, and the due north fine, if continued to the val
in beautiful perspective before me, I some at it. Mr. Burr repeated his question and il'! o-n.L
the true line, as claimed by us.
to direct an examination of the country a- ley below the N. W. Angle, actually strikes
times wandered to a. neighboring farm the witness answered in the affirmative.
Although our claim does not depend up bout the north west angle of Nova Scotia,
the St. Lawrence waters, and that the
house, to pass an idle hour with its lovely and “ Where did you get it,” asked Mr. Burr.
on the height of the hills or land, and an el
innocent inmates, who were as thoughtless “ I swapped another cap for it.”
“ With evation sufficient to turn the waters flowing particularly the height of the land west there country is high and even mountainous about
atfd cheerful as myself.
Among these whom.” “ I don’t know his name.” “ Well in different directions satisfies the. terms of from. Instructions to the Commissioners this spot. And there is no difficulty in tra
were accordingly prepared to that effect, a cing a line westwardly along distinct and
beautiful girls was one more advanced in then I can tell you,”-said Mr Burr, “ you
the treaty, yet it is’not to be disguised, that
copy of which is herewith submitted, and to well defined highlands, dividing waters ac
age than the test, whose modesty and swapped it the other day with me in this
horn the want oí actual information of the
which I refer for particulars, in relation to cording
1
to the words of the treaty.
The
blooming beauty was the admiration and Court, and without my know ledge or con
facts, the assertioh has been made and re
envy of the village throng.
r”
Twenty
win- sent either, and you left me in place of it a peated, that the treaty line is impracticable, the acts to be performed, and the course of 1extensive and correct map of the north
ters have passed over my head since I saw greasy old cap not worth a shilling, and and that the character of the land is such conduct to be pursued, in discharging their part of our State and the southern portion
duties.
of Canada, and the vertical section, as
her sporting on the green, and yet, at this therefore 1 will not stand such a bargain.” that no dividing range can be found.
It is
1 was strengthened in my beliefthat this prepared by Mr. Parrott, the Surveyor,
distant day, 1 cannot recollect her svlph- As Mr. Burr had evidently both law and e- remarkable, in looking back upon the diplo
like form, her sprightly manner, and her af quity on his side, he of course recovered bis matic correspondence, that we find so much course would meet the wishes of the Legis- with neatness and accuracy, which accom
; latore and people, and be productive of pany the report, add much to its value and
fectionate smile, without a thrill of delight. cap.-—TV. Y. Com.
evidence that the objections to our claim I
' the most benefit, by the decided expression interest. Taken together they exhibit the
Eliza’s hand had been often solicited by
rest so materially upon the obscurity and- of nearly similar views in the report ac
true character of the country, and leave
Fast Driving.—1 Coachman,’ said an contradictions, and allegations without proof,
her equals, and even by those whose for
cepted by a former Legislature in 1837. little or nothing to be desired illustrative
outside
passenger
to
one
who
was
driving
at
tunes were much superior to her own, but
relative to the lace oi the country, at and I would refer to the whole report, and will
of it.
none were able to win her heart.
About a furious rate over one bf the most mountain near the Northwest angle.
quote but a single paragraph.
After sav
I had at one time intended to give fur
her twentieth year she met at a friend’s, a ous roads in the north of England, { have
The very extraordinary suggestion made ing that : “ In all our enquiries and exam
ther and final instructions to the Commis
you
no
consideration
for
our
lives
and
young gentlemen who had recently come to
by Mr. Livingston in 1832, to seek the inations of this subject there has been great
sioners in relation to their future operations.
reside in the neighborhood ; his figure was limbs .?’ ‘ What are your lives arid limbs highlands west of the due north line, if not negligence in
regard to this Northwest But as the Resolve is in full force, and will
elegant, his features regular, and his whole to me,’ was the reply, ‘ I am behind my found in that line; was apparently founded jj Angle,” the report continues : “It ¡s inbe, until repealed, and as no further oper
appearance such, us, at first sight, was time.’
on want of accurate information of the true i deed time for
ations could have been carried on the past
— ... - us to begin to search, and in
character of the country. The British Min the right place too, in order to put a stop tri
calculated to excite the affections of a
year, I have not thought it expedient, anti
A serious consideration.—Two lads, ister, (Mr. Vaughan,J as might have been
young, inexperienced, and susceptible girl,
these perpetual encroachments upon our it might have been deemed improper for
brothers,
while
skating
on
a
pond
near
Sa

lie was flippant, bold, and even boisterous;
expected, in reply speaks of “ the obscurity, territory and rights.
Our first object me to anticipate the action of the Legisla
which, to one unacquainted with the lem, on Saturday, fell through the ice. which after all the endeavors of the two should be to ascertain and trace the north ture or Executive of the present year. The
Their
fall
was
observed
by
some
men
on
world, might indicate a great degree of
governments, still rests upon the position of boundary of Nova Scotia, which is the Commission is in existence and the Com
spirit ; but it was, in fact, nothing but the shore, who ran to their assistance, and res the highlands.” Mr. McLane, our Minis south boundary of the Province of Quebec, missioners subject to future direction.
drowning. ter, in again urging the views of Mr. Liv
ebulition of an irritable and petulant tem cued the little fellows from
and see if Canada comes as far down as
A part of the expenses of the survey has
per. To this man Eliza became most pas The eldest brother was able to walk, but ingston, after alluding to the claim of Great Mars Hill. — And we should proceed to
been paid out of the contingent fund, b.y
the
other
was
nearly
exhausted.
They
Britain, that the highlands should be sought finish taking thè elevations on the due north
sionately attached — be offered her his hand
the Governor and Council, but as no spe
and it was accepted, in opposition to the were taken to their mother’s house, and as for exclusively south of the St. John, and line, to some point where the walers divide.
cific appropriation was made to meet these
soon
as
the
young
brother
was
restored
to
the American claim that they should be The General Government should be im
advice and entreaties of her parents.
expenses, the charges will be subject to
speech, the first thing he said was, “ I sought north of that river, makes the follow
It was about, this time I left the paternal
mediately called on to execute the work, your determination. It will be seen by the
wonder if Bill has saved my skates.”
ing
remarkable
declaration
:
“
Ji
is
the
dif

roof, and new scenes, and increasing cares
with the co-operation of Massachusetts and instructions to the Commissioners, that all
Boston FranscrfrL*
ficulty of reconciling these conflicting pre Maine.
almost obliterated the beautiful Eliza from
Notice should be given to the compensation for service, was made to de
entions which has hitherto prevented the British authorities to unite in the underta
my recollection.
pend upon your decision.
An old man, when dangerously sick, was
settlement of the boundary question, aris king, and if they refuse, our government
During one of the inclement nights ot urged to4ake the advice of a physician, hut
In this communication, I have confined
ing chiefly however from the impractica
ought to proceed ex parte. The act would
our New England winters, I was called to he objected, saying, “ I wish to die a natu
bilityof finding a point of highlands an- be entirely pacific, as the object would be myself to the single purpose of information
an obscure part of the city, to visit, pro-, ral death.’?
wering the description of the treaty, to to ascertain facts, much more pacific than and explanation relative* to the acts of the ex
fessionally, a poor helpless wretch, who was
vhich a line due north from the Monument the survey, without notice, of the St. An ecutive. In my present position it may not
pining with disease produced by intemper
In the new work on Paraguay, the au could be drawn.”
,drews and Quebec railroad through our belong to me to assume/according to the
ance. As I sat by the bed of the sufferer, thors tell us of a resident, named Candioti*
Mr. Vaughan in reply again alludes to territory—not for the purpose of ascertain provision of the constitution to recommend
I heard in the adjoining room the voice of who is lord of three hundred square leagues
this-point of the impracticability of the due ;ing -a boundary, but to assume jurisdiction.” to your consideiation such measures as I
a female, pleading with great earnestness of territory ; owner of two hundred and fif
may judge expedient, or to advise in rela
north line, and he broadly asserts, that “ ev
In connection with the instructions to the tion to the future action of the State«
with one who seemed to be the employer ty thousand horned cattle ; master of three
1
ery thing which is known of the geography Commissioners,
1
I
also
transmit
a
copy
of
of her husband.
“For heaven’s sake” hundred thousand horsesand mules, and of
of the country tends to show that no such ¡a letter from the Governor of Maine to the will however venture to remark, that it is
she said, “ do keep back every cent you more than a half a million of dollars, laid up
evident that Maine must maintain her own
highlands can be found in that particular Lt. Governor of New Brunswick, contain
can of his earning ; not a shilling that en in his coffers, in ounces of gold imported
interests and rights, by urgent appeals and
meridian,” and he says “ the American iing the substance of the instructions, rela
ters his pocket ever finds its wav here. from Peru.
a determined course, and cause her claims
Government,
almost (ZuulllVlng
admitting the jCtd^
fact, Itive to the exploring survey, and the an
■vju
vet iituruij tluitosi
The tippling shop and tavern take all — it is
to be respected, by unremitting vigilance
>!>■■■Wim .
?~ijBugge^s that the required highlands should
swer of Sir John Harvey.
The Legisla and unyielding perseverance.' The time
hard and perhaps wrong, to speak of one’s] F On the l/th September, between the be
be sought for in a northwesterly direction Iture not having provided for any joint ac
husband thus. The time was when I did
for mere abstract disquisitions, upon the
hours of 8 in the morning and 8 at night, from the ascertained spot.” He also adds, tion by Maine and New Brunswick, no sug
not believe it possible ; but what am I to do
question of right, has passed.
If facts and
10,010 carriages passed and re-passed Lon- “ that to carry the treaty strictly and liter- gestion of that kind was made by me,
— where am 1 to seek sustenance, clothing,
arguments can ever establish any position,
don Bridge—averaging 834 an hour, or 15 Mly into execution is physically and geo- And as we claimed an undoubted right,
and fuel, for these, my freezing and starving
our right is established, to the satisfaction
every minute I
graphically
l ! ” ' impossible.
“ * “”
without concurrence or assent, to ascertain of all unprejudiced and disinterested men.
children ? But, my dear sir,” she continu
Mr. McLane again urges the idea ofa de facts and run the line, no such assent or
ed, her sobs almost suffocating her, “ this is
It now remains only to assert and enforce
parture from the true north, and says :
concurrence was asked, but a plain and it, practically and efficiently, to demand
but a part of what I suffer.
Oh ! I could
Gold beaters, by hammering, reduce gold
“ The proposition of the President is to simple statement of what was intended to
sustain myself under poverty and want ; I
that justice and protection which is due
leaves, so thin, that 282,000 must be laid find the highlands answering the description
be done by the Commissioners, under the from the General Government to a member
could live with him cheerfully and affection jpon each other to produce the thickness of
of
the
treaty
of
1783,
and
to
them,
from
the
then “ present instructions,” was given. of the Union, and to maintain, inflexibly,
ately under all the vicissitudes of fortune, if kn inch.
monument, to run a direct line, and the It seemed to me that such a course was
J VZ? J/ t AVfi PALL AD I UM,

our right to the possession and jurisdiction

ruEiD-Av, j a N’. 15. J Coinmbfe and the tmifowes? and of she slave
PM{onSpreSinttd andrefimd-Of J. C..)«rttrfe bel««n the States, &e. Mr. Kin,,
TEn” STATES' 1EGISLATÚB¿ LEG I S L A TÜ K B 'O F'^^2 £.—* I
hd 1>asked tfeat one of the petitions be read.
our whole State, ac coring to the treaty |1rNI
iì Burnham et al. that they may be set off from —
----------—------- -.
~~
. "
~~
’
íTrtiíí »'TIP
’
j ™,r«tiber
„ jj;f
u .ecled.
.
The Speaker decided
: the town of Scarborough tnnl tmuexed to Sa- ______
t.v
hi
of 1783.
. | ------ SENATE.
i than any7member has a right to call for th8
.THIRD
SESSION-.
I
have thus finished the exposition .jwmi-ftfTB congress
eo_of Stephen Shehan for a change of name i reading.. After a part of the petiton had
TUESDAY, JAN. 15.
which I intended, and performed what
FRIDAY, JAN, IL
Sundry papers from the House acted upon —of sundry inhabitants of the town of West 1 been read’, M r. Cary asked if a motion to lay
seemed to me a duty, but which may ~>y
brook fur the repeal ol, a law impnsmg a tax it on the table W'ould be in order. 'I’lie SpeaThe following résolution, offered by Mr in concurrence.
sotne be regarded as uncalled for and ynu- Robbins yesterday,. wak agreed to.
i
Mr. Perkins offered an order for inquiring often dollars for a. License to Pedlers to vend 1 ker said not til! it had been read. The pefisuaL
In retiring from Fesponstbilnies
Resolved. Tha/a committee be appointed,; into the expediency of passing a law to pro- tin ware.
■ lion having been read^ Mr. Delesdernier movThe Resolve au-thorizing the Lafod Agent >
cyJnn>htee <H1 lllte,.ior
which I did not seek, and most cbei:^l"-v eonsisting tff five members of the Senate,; vide that if tm>y bank sludl refuse, at any umer
suggested the committee
1 -" ap—
to rpay
its liabilities
in, specie,
op- to exebauge a township of land wi-th Massa I. lerr, i»«i. Levensaler
x .......... —--------........
surrender, although I may not be at i er y jointly
n vvnnsucn
—j-■ - be
■ :—
-j ---------—•
- its, bawkmg
.
u
with such committee ««
as **may
chusetts, came up on its passage to be
*•
• •
! on inter»!? Fisheries^
Mr. Andrews
of rinner
and
policy
u
P
im
,
po
i
nl
ed
by
the
House
of
Representatives,
io
erations
shall
also
be
suspended
—
that
the
to infer that my course i
grossed,
and
passed
to
be
engrossed.
|
nnnpnt*. ! *
- ■
.»
i*
. ..
r .
,1. ...r •> I i I 11 . Bank
f ?• I Iz Commissioners
I » i I» i I £0.1.4.O rQ shall iOrliiWltlr
FBtlillF
forthwith repair
! moved to lay it on the table,, whieh motion
the entire concur- consider the expediency of providing an inthis subject have met
l. [, t i J v;
On motion of Mr. Kimball of Lebanon,
i
prevailed.
‘ i
pei^pfe of this | stitution ol learning,,
to be established in the to such bank, minutely examine its condition,
c,-----------Ordered,
That
the
Secretary
of
State
be
reoce ajid approbation of the people 5^ tbrs ' .........................
Mr. Holmes presented the petition of Pm.
......... i city of Washington,
for the application ot
m br/kJee!.; an „j,.,
assurance
Washington, .for
of the and rejiort the same to lhe Governor, for directed to communicate to this House the jj
Statefyet I cairn«.
ut.
w
.bequeathed
.i
i i...
ivi.. James ismiihson,
hsnn. publication, if deemed proper—and alter a
_ . B. Thurston and 69 others, ami Mr,
led to the dififf legacy
l»y Mr.
original
estimate
of
the
probable
expense
of
^
(in
|p
that something will be al
the petition of Samuel Fcsstiidva
ho tl)e*anxi<>us ' of the city of London, to the Untied fetates, continuance of such refusal lor — days ii shall erecting and' completing the Insane Hospital, Appleton
* ; . 2. ”
be
the
duty
of
lhe
Ciunmissioners
to
cause
le

_
J’S relfttinsf to-slavery in the dis.
enkfes of
my
position
<
l
......... ■/ f'. "■
f I .
nriint iin and lu Uust ior ,hat Purt’ode ’ also’lo colder lhe
together
with
all
subsequent
estimates
made
l
1> have
fell to . maintain
and exptJ{Uen(.y oi a cjiarter lor such institution; gal proceedings to be instituted Ibr a forfeiture
trirt'of Columb'm, which were also laid oti
desire, which
w
.... .
...
advance the righu of the S»t«« M>volv«l u>
.....................
1 be by Committees of the Legislature, touching ■ the table.
' together
with lhe powers and privileges of the cliarter of the bank so refusing.
the expenditures necessary for lhe ereetiuu
order passed.
this great question. Whatever may be t!ie wt
[jejropinion, the said charier
..
...
J'
FRHMV, JAN. 18
On hhhivu
motion »»
of mi.
Mr. Bowles, ................
an order w‘‘i^ and completion of said Innhliug.
ssue oi
<•« ...........................
. i ought lo confer ; also, to consider the expe-;
vu
final’ issue
of vvrins,
events, in
relation lo our'
Also, on motion of the same gentleman,
I trust I mav indulge the belief, that diency of ways and means to be provided by ' passed directing lhe Committee on the LUihBill laid on the table by Mr. Ous of St.
Ordered, That the 'Treasurer of State
claim, 1
„,ytm to inquire into the expediency of
ol so altetalter
- •
■
- ; Congress other than said legacy, but in addt- tiu
during the short lime I have been con ■ tion thereto, ami in aid ot said benevolent ing the militia’law that persons doing milita- directed to eomtoHuirate to this House Rii ;
missioneis, wt«s read twice, and on motion of
nected with the Government, in this mat iutenliou, and to report by bill or bills in the ry duty shall he allowed a compensation pro sums of money paid out of the Treasury for
Mr. Otis referred to a select committee con.
the
erection
ofthe
Insane
Hospital.
ter, at least,i{ tjig Republic has received no s
portioned to the distance they are obliged to
sisting of Messrs. Otis, Barter of .Machias,,
premises.
On
motion
of
Mr.
Mtldraui
of
Wells,
detriment-”
EDWARD KENT.
Weeks of Clinton, Lyman of Portland, Dinsj The bill to reduce lhe price of the public ' travel to and from the place of parade or re
Ordered. That lhe Secretary of State
Council Chamber, ?
! lands was resumed.
'The fiill as amended view.
directed to lay before this House lhe annual more ol-Anson, Brackett of Acton, Cobuuiof
Newry, Smith «>1 Viiialhaveii, Howes of New
Janu^j^2d| 1.839.
$
' was reported to the Senate. Mr. Clay call- 1
Report of the Adpnant General for the year
1 ed for the yeas ami nays on the first amend-!
18:38.
‘
I Sharon, Packard of Blanchard, Emeison of
An order from the House directing the JuCastine, and Thompson of Edington. [Sen! men't, which limits the benefits ol lhe bill to
F O Ii. F. I G N NEWS
Ou motion of Mr. Small of Raymond,
|
...j..  diciary Committee to report a bill allowing
ate joined Messrs. Belcher, Comstock and
actual setters on lhe land, or on land adja
Ordered, That---------------- be a Commit
The each citizen of ibis Stale, lo own a yoke of
Four Days Later from Europe.-By the cent, and they were yeas 25, nays 16.
tee with such as the Semite may join, to iui ‘ Dimemi ]
from auacumem,
aitachyient, was,
packet ship'Albauy from Havre,Capt. John I other amendments, with one exception, were oxen exempt irom
■ !'
Mr. Levensaler called up the Resolve r«:
vvUS, on mo- a,qre'into the expeflienev of sb ’altering lhe
..........
son, the ^X,«Pazetfe received file J Ha ' concurred in. Mr. Rives then movfed that lion of Mr. pumoi.t,so artiended as to dnei t I
. lluu ,,
c.»..n,y"n.u.i»
".'.my' l^reaKr 1»
Ion..I,
ol’ .he |>«tt
revenue*, and Mr. Paine of Sanford uflentl
vre partis to twe 18th idt., and Paris papers the bill be indefinitely postponed, and lhe ’ that Committee to inquire into.thej ¡adP
exi)euse/
i
built
at
the
County
’
s
expense.^
of so reporting a bill, and passed in concur
to the (lay previous. The Albany sailed on Senate adjourned to Monday.
|
Messrs. Small, Hersey ol, Saco, IBerry
---- ... of’ *'ie lbU°wi“K amendment ;
rencé as amended.
■
.i
Strike out all alter the word “ whereas” fit
t le 19th.
,
dHiiic’miy Committee Georgetown, Boothbay oi Embden and■ LovAu
drder/lirecting
the
Judiciary
The King’s speech was delivered on the
the preamble, and insert as follows : —
MONDAY, JAN. 14.
the
tenure
of
certain
joy
of
Sebec
were
appointed
l
us
Committee.,
17th, and seems to have given little satisfac
On ..... tit,,, of Mr- Stetstn, ol Stetson,
|
Whereas in Ì830 a Surplus Kejenue oe„
to report a hill changing tl..x ...........
The seats of the Senate Chamber, for the Judicial officers, came from tbe House. xi,.
On motion of Mr.
tion to the opposition, to say7 the least. It
OnM,
That
the
Co,tunhlee
on
lhe
Jueurreul
expe.ulnores had a.-cu,uniate,I „> t ie
occtqned. |/)Ukmekl n)Oved to atnt;U(| by instructing the
.. .................
congratulates the peers ami deputies on the first lime this session, t
into lhe ex- i reasury of the U. Stales, and Congress by
,
ati
_
j
The
fifty
Senators
were
all
present
—
Mr.
e
meseni-Mr.l
Coimnil(ee
t()
lre
mt()
lhe
duncJ
.
.
d.cinry
be
aiu
jaissOI
J.^if
that year
y<*ar directed
directed tfij
continued prosperity of the kingdom, and as
■
an act passed June
of that
the
to fifti
^me to
to be
be deposited
deposited with
with the
the States;
States; and
sures them that the relations of France with
with ! Webster among the number, who during ; He did not consider it decorous to the Com- ! ped.em-y ot^
fifty Siime
anti
the
day
spoke
in
favor
of
the
indefinite
post-1
mittee on lhe Judiciary to direct them to re- w,‘
‘ tLu-div to^a violation of ptevions to the time appointed for making
foreign nations are highly satisfactory.
He
‘ porl a bill —they were willing to impure into ; cents, and annex a pt ia y
,i.
g.,,,.,1, instalment
n,«,.,),,.».),) of
states in reference to the Belgian question, ponement of the Land Reduction Bill.
thet. fourth
of s»iH
said <h>n<Mit<*
deposit«*, ti.„
t|)e
Tlie
question
of
indefinite
postponement
lhe expediency’of reporting bills on subjects ,
.
i
,iio
,nm,ev 'sources ofthe public revenue were dried up
“ conferences have been held at London, [
was
lost,
ayes
22,
noes
27.
Morris
of
Ohio
committed
to
them.
He
for
one
was
not
|
he
relative to the affairs of Belgium and Hol-:
’ablt! y^te.day I y M . Bta< b uy by the suspension of pay meni by the Banks
land. I have no doubt of their having a has a substitute for the bill before the Senate, willing, aud he was authorized to sav for the ■ (Hh
!
of
New
Gloucester)
—Mr. Le- and the consequent piostralion of confidence
otl.e.
■
g.*mleiuaii
on
Hie
Judiciary
CJnnuiuee,
•
<d
Gl.u.eesu-r)
was read once.
onee.-Mi.
which
he
has
defended
in
a
speech
of
con-!
speedy and paeific result, giving a new guar- j
f
vensaler
of
Thomaston
moved
its
indefinite and business, and a portion of the revenue
tl“ y ww.(.
wi||i|1([i ,o j • 1|1|U|e
auty to the independence of Belgium, and side,able lehg.h. It embraces the cesston
already received was rendered unavailable by
. Imachines
machines fbr
the peace of Europe.”
After mentioning I pimciple.
for reporting bills. If any gentle-!
gentle- ! postponement. Whereupon a diesussion n- the refusal of certain deposite Banks to re’.
Mr. Brown ol North Carolina presentedr
wanus<1 „ ¿¡n !«',)„> .Irnli it «nil intro- ' rose,
........
•• ........ -Messrs.
,
in which
Bradbury of New Glouthe evacuation of Ancona, he proceeds, |
; man wanted a bill let him draft it and intro
' fund
lielHl„K!llI 1)f Ml, L. t-estet, I’all.e o Sanlord Wyman d ....
bk «
lie- the public money with which they had
“ Spain remains a prey to the same rnisfor- ! sundry jo,nt resohmons ol the Legislature of duce it himself. The .„
amendment of Mr.
......
Dane of Kennebunk, Levensaler'of been entrusted, so that the portion ol said
North Carolina,. against
the bub. 1 reusury, was
was ,adopted,
ul „„i, a
„
(l
,
he
o
„
ler
a3
allle
„ded
pass£>",
Dime
o
K
-.l'
”
r
‘
r
,
Vma
We
continue
to
fulfil
towards
out
I
„
and the order as amended passtunes.
surplus « hich remained m the i reasury was
Tluimasum, Allen ol
allies every clause of the quadruple alii- ’ the expunging act, and the graduation land ! ed in concurrence.
required to inert expenditures ordered by
|
Order from the House appointing a joint .let »»'I Aden ot “''I-"1 ''
J.'
, f
The
government
of
the
queen
regent
bill.
ance.
------ ---------*
- ,
ter genth-mau, without eoncimlii.g his re- Congress, and the revenue horn duties »„
■
rl
Mr.
Brown
considered
the
resolutiohs
as
has not ceased to receive from us, not only,
Conmiittee, to report lhe lime, place and ,Ier genllenian, wit on
oi
e
gave way to a motion of Mr Orts of imports and sales of lhe public lands, glhve
the assistance to which our treaties bind
us, disrespecttul to the penate, and asnot bind-,1 manner, to be prescribed by the Legislature I marks,
1 Hallewell for an adjoiirntneiitj-aud accord-Abai tune (owing m part to the mab.lny of
but also every support which the interest
of ¡<>g upon tbe Senators from North Caroima. !i of this Stale in making choice of U. S Sena
i men liants to make prompt payment of their
ingly has the floor lo-murrow morning.
France permits us to give.”
( Mr. Strange followed in opposition to the 1tor. 'The order passed in concurrence.
bonds) has neither been sufficient to replace
His opinion of the Mexican question may I resolutions. Mr. Clay replied, in behalf of
Mr. Littlefield, from the joint select Com
: said surplus, nor indeed to meet the «-utrent
be supposed liable to change its tone of con-, the Legislature of North Carolina.
WEDNESD
AY,
JAN
16
mittee appointed under the order passed this j
! expenditures of* the government; ami there
fidence on the receipt of information of the
day, for the purpose of determining lhe tiiiie, j1
Communication from the Treasurer enelos- being at the present time, no surplus of rev
TUESDAY, JAN 15.
late transactions at Vera Cruz. “ 1 hope
place and manner, of choosing a U.S. Sena iug a statement of the amoimt of money ap enue in the Treasury which can be deposited
that the differences with Mexico and the Ar
The bill to graduate and reduce the price tor, made a report upon the subject ; which 1 propriated by the State for the Insane Hospi- u uh the Slafei*s, under the provision ol the
gentine Republic are’coming to a close.
A of public lands was taken up as the special was accepted aud sent down for concur- ;
! tttl. On motion of Mr. Kimball of Lebanon,
1
*
fresh
naval
.
.......forTe which recently
v sailed,. from order, when Mr. Morris
vvithdieyv ll,e rence.
! Therefore, Resolved, That it is inexpedient
! laid on the table.
our
harbours,
is
at.
this
time
before
Vera
■
anien(
bnent
offered
yesterday,
and
subsiitut:
our nariMmis, m
**»*^*- ■ •■■•.aincuuiucia uiicieu yesieniay, iinti suusiiiut-:
[The
[The Report
Report designates
designates to-morrow
to-morrow at
at etevelev-1I
Bill providing for the election of County to hire money lor the purpose of depositing
Cruz, and has gone to obtain from the Mex-! e(| another, to the effect that’, whenever the ell o’clock in the House and twelve o’clock
Commissioners, &e., referred by the House
¡can government, the justice and protection,! jnJb|jc lands shall fall within two millions of in the Senate, for the lime of election—the j
Resolved, 'l'hai thè n-venue ofthe govern*
which T»ur commerce has so long required.” acres in any State, they Shall be ceded to choice to be made by ballot, and by a concur to a special Committee, rame from the Sen i
ate referred to the Committee on the Judici ’ meni ol U. S. should he limited, at all tini«,
The African possessions are said to be in t}ie States wherein they lie.
rent vole of the two Houses.] Adj.
as ncarly as possible, io thè amoimt uf ih neary .
a very prosperous condition, and so are the
Mr. Southard addressed
the Senate
The House receded after debate, and re cessary expemlitures, eeonomicnlly marie, tur
finances of the kingdom.
against the general provisions of the bill,
THURSDAY, JAN. 17
ferred the bill to the committee on the Judi- i surlj objects only as come clearly within llie
The Garde National of Marseilles, states and was followed by Mr. Allen, who advo~
! scope of its ('onstitutioiTal powers, andtuiy
Mr. Littlefield from the committee on the ciary in concurrence with the Senate.
that the Sardinian Government is about to ; cate(] ¡ts prjncjp|es a|)(| t|ie aineildinent of
On motion of Mr. Allen of Allred, the attempt to raise a laither amount either ti>p
conclude a commercial treaty with the Unit- > jyir. Morris in particular.
Mr. Lyon spoke , Judiciary reported a Bill regulating the du-1
lies of the Attorney General and County At- i Committee on Literature and Literary Insti expendittrres not sanctioned by the Conrti tied States.
in favor ofthe bill. The question was then
------ —
'takiin on ^r* Morris’ amendment, and de- tornies in a new draft, which was laid on the tutions was directed to inquire into the expe tion. or distribution (alter deducting rxptwLATEST AND INTERESTING h ROM cide(j jn the negative—yeas 14, nays 34. At table and 30() copies ordered to be printed ', diency of providing for the supply ol Wil es of collect ion and disbursement) among the
MEXICO. the request of Mr. Calhoun, who expressed for the use of the Legislature. Also a bill to ■ liamson’s History of Maine to such towns as people ofthe States from whom it must be
to increase the number of Judges of the Su-! have not been furnished therewith.
! collected, is alike repugnant to the first prinVera Cruz taken by the French.—By the a wish to be heard, the Senate adjourned.
i eiples of the Constitution ami subversive of
preme Court to four, read once.
subjoined, which we received last evening in
J the true iuteresis ofthe (reople.
Legislation inexpedient reported on an or
a slip from the New Orleans Bee of the 1st
THURSDAY,
JAN.
17.
HOUSF. OF REPRESENTATIVES.
I
And whereas the connection herrtoiiirn
der relative to the Usury Laws.
inst., it will be seen that the Mexicans, refu
On motion of Mr. Tyler, ordered that a ................ .. .......................... ..... .............
FRIDAY, JAN. 11.
A message was received from the House,
sing to abide by the treaty made with
(whereby the money" of the people,
Mr. Wise’s motion to print certain [public informing the Senate that the House agreea-j committee of one from each county, with
the French after the loss of San Juan de Ul1)ses< ¡s (|laiVn fioui th«
]oa. have been again defeated, and have lost documents relating to delimiters was taken bly to a joint order had proceeded to the e- ! such as the Senate may join, be appointed to rftised jur
9
.
t*i
.
nn
niul
tho
lira
v irti i a nnoL'tinn
tl»n
lection of a Senatorto Congress and had made receive all bounties on wheat and corn ; and 'preaiiUjy fot- private gain,) has proved beneliup,
and
under
the
previous
question
the
the city of Vera Cruz.
This is probably not
first branch of it was adopted by yeas 110, 1 choice of Hon. Reuel Williams of Augusta, Messrs. 'Tyler oI Newfield, Buxton of Noith cia| to neither party but injorious to both,;
the end of the'war, nor the contest.
Yarmouth, Fuller of Boothbay, Salter ot Sul- tempting to excessive issues of a paper uiediLaguna de Terminus, Dec. 13th, 1838. | nays 82, and the second by yeas 185, nays 7.' and asked the concurrence of the Senate.
At
12 o’
’clock,
the Senate proceeded to the livan, Fowler of Lubec, Drake of Albion, uni, stimulating tm rcantile business beyond
The bill respecting Navy rations was .taken
*-»«
•
By the arrival of the British barque Peru,!
same business.
The whole number votes Smith of Norway, Garcelon of St. Albans, the limits nfy.ifety, and inducing extravagant
up.
from Sacrificing, I have learned that Gen.
'True of Garland, Harkness of Camden, Love- speculations ; enlisting the borrowers of the
On motion of Mr. Reed, an amendment ■ given was
Santa Anna had arrived at Vera Cruz with 1 was made to this bill, offering io those who
jov of Seber and Howes of New Shtiron. public revenue in interested efforts to swell
Reuel Williams had
14
5.000, and the French that were on shore should relinquish the spirit ration (now rewere appointed.
[Senate joined Messrs. its amount beyond the necessities of thé gov
George Evans had
8
spiking the guns of the batteries had to re
Steward, Shaw and Bradley.]
........... .. ; drawing
............. .. the
..... banking
........ . institutions of
John S. Tenney had
2
I duced to one gill) as an equivalent, 6 cents
ernment
treat to their boats after losing several horses
Mr. Piiine from, the committee on the Ju- t|je country away from their appropriate <lu*
John Holmes had
1
per day in money; also to diminish the
and men. ft appears the terms ofthe capit
j diciary. on ;m order and petition for
change
4.......a *
......... . lu
bes into the vortex of political Foiilests,-amount of biscuit from 14 to 12 ounces.
ulation with the commander of San Juan de
i in the time of aiuiiiidelection andmeeting of , ,thus subjecting the currency and busine«« of
FRIDAY, JAN. 18.
Mr.
Potts
offered
an
amendment,
propoUlloa were, that the French should keep pos-' . ............... .
.
.
' 1 •
,
country to dististrous fluctuations and
session of the castle, and the Mexicans ol ’
e out ll,e
'“,l0“ e,‘"re|y
Papers from the House disposed of in con- the Legislature, reportedlegislation inexpedi- I the
i ent.
*
11 the public treasury to embarrassment and
___
:i .l,.
.u’ out It Idlieu.
j
currence.
Vera Cruz, until the decision of the King of
Laid on the table.
I loss, begeting a redundant revenue, which
I
Legislation inexpedient reported on the or
France was learned, but the blockade was
; its turn begets extravagant expend’)!tires
SATURDAY, JAN. 12.
der relative to building county Roads at the i On motion of Mr. Talbot, ordered, that the i in
to be raised immediately, but it is said that
Judiciary committee inquire into the expedi- I and
.
endangers the purity <>! the goveriiuicnt
the Mexican government fias disapproved of
A Joint Resolution for the appointment of expense ol the County,
enrv of abolishing imprisonment for debt ex- ! and
.
lhe liberties of the people, by bringing
the capitulation, and declared war against a Joint Committee, to consider the best1
cept in cases of fraud, and of repealing till ; the power of assoejated wealth into conflict
SATURDAY, JAN 19.
France. I believe it, as the garrison of Vera ; means of carry ing into effect the objects ofj
I existing poor debtor laws and enacting an en- w ith individual sovereignty in the selection of
Cruz was not to exceed 1,000 men, and as the Smithsonian Bequest, was taken up and; The President laid before the Senate the 1 tin- new law.
rulers and the enactment of laws.
soon as the French learned that Santa Anna ! concurred in, and a committee of nine,, on Report of Warden of the State Prison and
On motion of Mr. Allen of Bangor, the Re- |
'Therefore, Resolved, 'That lhe policy of
j| was laid on the table ; 50 copies ordered to
was coming, they landed, on the morning <of~ ; the part of the House, was ordered.
j solve respecting lhe 4th instalment of the’ the present administration for the divorce of
The engrossed Joint Resolution for the re- be printed. A message was received from
the 3d about 3 o’clock, to spike the guns, ;
1
surplus
revenue
was
taken
up.
['The
Preatn-1
the Government from Banks, and the estab
and the vessels commenced throwing bombs' lief■ of certaini workmen, employed on the the Governor, by the Secretary of State transi hie and Resolve are as follows :—“ Whereas j lishment of an Independent Treasury ought
into the barracks to dislodge the troops. It Treasury building, was passed.
milting the Report of the Inspectors of State
The House then proceeded to the consid Prison — laid on the table and 500 copies or i by an Act of Congress entitled “ An Act to to prevtiil.
is also true that Santa Anna drove the
i regulate the deposite of lhe Public Money,” i
Resolved, That the defalcations in the rev
French into their boats, and he received a eration of sundry private bills.
dered to be primed.
I approved June 23d, A I). 1836, Maine became • enue lately discovered, and the facility with
severe wound in the engagement, and has
I entitled to her share of said money, tmd has [ whieh their existence was so long concealed,
since had his leg amputated.
General Aris
MONDAY, JAN. 14.
MONDAY, JAN. 21.
j received the first three instalments of the' (occurring a* they did under lhe system of
ta is a prisoner ofthe French.
The House was called for resolutions. A
Papers from the House acted on in con ; same ; and whereas, by an Act of Congress, ' deposites with a National Bank "or State
vast number were presented, among which ! currence.
passed al its last session, the payment ol the 1 Banks) demonstrates alike the impropriety of
[From the New Orleans Bee, January 7.]
was the following, by Mr. Noyes of Maine,
fourth instalment was postponed to the first : returning to said system and the necessity of
which was adopted :
of January A. 1). 1839, and said time having [ further legal provisions for the security ofthe
INTERESTING FROM MEXICO.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Resolved, That the committee on Military
expired, tmd Maine not having received the i public money.
By the arrival of the Spanish schooner
MONDAY, JAN. 14.
i same—'Therefore, Resolved, That the Treas- {
Baliza from Vera Cruz, which she left on affairs be instructed io enquire into the ex
Resolved, 'That the leading provisions of
Numerous papers from the Senate dispos 1 urer of this State is hereby authorized and
the 23d Dec., we are put in possession of in pediency of reporting a hill making an ap
the act entitled “ an act more effectually to
1 directed to demand and receive ofthe Secre- i prevent frauds in the collection, keeping«
telligence confirmatory of the recent reports propriation for the perfecting a road, re ed of ih concurrence.
The message of the late Governor and ac tary ofthe Treasury ofthe United States that
respecting a conflict between the4* French quired for use as a MHilary road, along the
transfer and disbursement of the public
documents in relation to the N. portion of the fourth instalment of the Public revenue and to punish public defauln,rs,”nmv
troops and the Mexican forces under the North Eastern frontier ofthe United States, companying
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and had suffered amputation of the leg, ommended in the reports of General John mittee on the N. E. Boundary.
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French residents in Vera Cruz for prepara
him into life and should resign his steward■.
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The debate on the appointment of the into the expediency of instituting an Agri
tions for their departure, and sixty days have
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cultural Survey ofthe State.
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been accorded to the French in the interior
Resolved, That Reuel Williams in the Sen
The Bill directing the mode of choosin
Necessary to a choice
91
for the same purpose. It was currently re sumed, on the motion to strike out the words
ate of the U. S. has proved himself the failli*
County
Commissioners,
Clerks
of
Courts,
Reuel
Williams
had
111
ported that the Mexican government had by ballot, and insert viva voce.
fui and able representative ofthe will and the
George Evans had
63
The debate was continued by Mr. Legare, and County Attorneys, was taken up and
interests of this Stale.
resolved upon the expulsion of all foreigners.
once
read.
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Otis,
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Hallowell,
moved
John S. Tenney, had
4
From the same source, we deriye infor who was succeeded by Messrs. Cushing,
Mr. Sheldon inquired if it is in order to in
Ezekiel Whitman had
3
Cambreleng, Hoffman, that it be committed to a Joint Select Com
mation that part of the French fleet had re Cushman, Wise,
troduce an entirely new proposition under
Reuel Williams was declared elected on color of amendment, and read from the rules
moved from Vera Cruz in order to renew the Thomas, Prentiss and Underwood ; and be mittee of one from each County on the parti
blockade of other Mexican ports.
The Cor fore the latter gentleman concluded his re of the House. The question on the com-r the part of the House,
and orders.
mitment was then taken and decided in thefj The Resolve relating to the 4th instalment
vette Creole, commanded by the Prince de marks, the House adjourned.
The Speaker decided that the amendaient
affirmative, yeas 71, nays 55.
The fbllow-A of the Surplus Revenue was taken up, and is in order. The caption of the resolve is in
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ing
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no vessels whatever are allowed to enter.
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___ _______the
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Sawyer, Cashier, and Daniel Pickering, Pres of Thomaston, Baker of Stuben, Walker of
Mr. .Kimball
The French brig Marie Theresa has been
ident. The paper is good, but all the engrav Lowell, Morrill of Brewer, Wyman ofSkow- tition of Miriam L. Brackett and 131 other!
chartered by the French Admiral to leave in
Mr. Sheldon asked ifthe Resolve relating'
ings coarse. They will deceive none but lhe hegan, Ela of New Sharon, Elliot of Knox, ladies, and of Rufus VV. Brackett, and 90 vo-1
about ten days for New Orleans, with one
to Reuel Williams has any relation to the
and Crooker of Foxcroft.
f ters, of Acton, praying the Legislature to ! public money ?
hundred and twenty French residents. The unacq uain ted.—Portland Courier.
Petitions presented and referred—of Isaac;’pass resolutions against the admission of any'
army of Santa Anna, about seven thousand
Mr. Delesdernier called the gentleman to
The ship Friendship, has arrived at New Lord et al. relative to the License Law—of -’new States into the Union whose constitustrong, is said to be encamped at ten miles port, from a whaling voyage, with three thous
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tolerate
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ed from the decision of ike chair.
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Mr. Dane appeaTed, in order to give the ’ of $480] to be distrfbcited amongst the1 sever-!'
gentleman from Gardiner opportunity to al. towns,
mMFOR SÀTÆ.
m -Allen made
4 some remarks
„ to. show ’Public Lands was further debated by Mr.,!«
make his remarks. He said the gentleman
.„ , i•
Mr
g “ ’
Delaware, balloted for U. S. uflHE subscriber will sell the farm where’is not so sagacious as he had supposed^if
[
_ 1, if he* me importance
t ______ of
____________
I__ H contained ¡ Calhoun, who advocated, the policy of ce-’ Senatoi:0,1 tbe 1
the information
inst.., with the following. .
on he now resides, in Alfred’ ; containnan
resides, m Alfred’; contain
could not see the connection between th«the in the
¡he publication
rmblienmui above
alnwe alluded
»11...!^ to^
Tte ding the lands to; the Stales in which- they i resuit
Maul) ( whig) 11; j. A> Bay ing
.... 240 acres of excellent land'; 90- acres of1
general
doctrine
of
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and
the
manorder
was
passed,
which are under excellent cultivation—welk
agetnem oi tne pontic money«
] Mr. Hersey of Saco called tip the re^rt position to^t he bHL^TheqZ^
Bl«»>k 1.
We do not learn proportioned as to mowing, tillage and pasagement of the public money«
whether
the
upper
branch,
has
acted
on
On motion of Mr. Vose,.the yeas.and nays on the petition of J. C. Burnham and 33 taken and the bill was ordered to he en
the t,,re’P'yi'^iiig abundantly, hay, corn, grain,
were ordered on the appeaL
(others to U© set off from ScaKbomugh to ¡ grossed by a vote of 27 to* 23. After an ex subject.
A majority of the ¡Senators are *^C‘ . J59 acres of this farm, is a thriving
Mr. Dane said he did not wish to consume Saco, and moved that it b©* recommitted; ectitive session the Senate adjourned-tn Van Buren men;
growth of the best sorts of woodland timber,
?ie ° t 1 ‘e ^>USe’
i lhereíüre asked i W,d* ‘^™<;^ns to bring in a bill.
¡ HoU^ the order of the day on lhe con’irn "
also, an orchard of 400 thrifty trees.
It is
lecne to vvHhdraw the appeal.
T Mr. Bradbury stated that these petitioners tnent of the subject of Swartwout’s defalcaMore Help.—The New Orleans Bee, a advantageously located, within a few rods of
On motion of air.. Delesitermer leave was hve on a tract of land Which more naturally lion was resumed, and the debate wa« con
¡daily paper, which was a strong advocate of the Court-house and of the public schools,
granted.
¡ be longs to Saco than to Scarborough, and tinned by Messrs Frv Ivon Bid II ' i
“ *» * '
"
- -------- &
Ul and about £ of a mile from Alfred village
Mr. Vose moved to lay the resolve and a- almost every freeholder on it is in favor of! Toueev — In Neiia/e on Thursday R6
I *en* *’ackson> and has hitherto supported well watered, having many fine springs, to.
being
I bate, uti \he bill to gmluate theYriie of dtl7 the l,reáen'1 na,iol,al mltninistration, has one of which, ap aerpt educt is laid to-accommo
1 M ?,'
. .. S1'--'l'H.lt..n of Scarborough ■»»><! tins is¡|i„ lauds was resumed.
Mr. Clay spoke ¡ changed proprietors, an<l now supports date the barn-yard. A branch of M’ousan%
Mr. Morton troii; the committeo to which the wealthiest part of the town—has not a'
liver rims the whole extent of the farm, on
pauper on il-tmd not an eighth pan of Ca’lk«“«!"’ Bucitanai
BenLn’^aid ’
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j Kil!)g> The bill was then passed, 27 to 22 ;
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ter D in Wusb'mgton County, to
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Mr. Kimball of Lebanon said as he un- The Swart wont defalcation was again taken!
Convention. The Bee is a daily paper, ab1v
it bes on the road leading through Alfred;
ifiiiivts under the resolves im” pfavor of*’ revolu‘
1 derstood it the petitioners have had no hear- ! IIp> alu| debated to a late hour. Mr Cambre- conducted andi liberally supported.
to Kennebunk,, and may conveniently be di
lioii.iry stirviv»rs and their wtdows, and mg at all at Uns session.
vided into two or more farms.
The build
The question be- |ellg renewed his motion to appoint the
pointing out the mode of distributin the lots fore the Committee (of which he was one), eontmittee vwa voce- which would require
ings are a commodious two story dwelliiio-WHIG STATE CONVENTION.
amongst the claimants.
| was whether tl.ey vvouhl grant an order of a vote of two thirds-but Mr. Marvin mov- 4 CONVENTION to be composed of the house, barn, &c._Terms liberal.—Apply "to»
Mr. Appleton presenu-d the petitions of Dh- notice. Mi. K. said he was m favor of giv- ed to amend by substituting by ballot,” and YjA Whig members of the Legislature, and
AU . ,
WM. PARSONS.
viil Bartlett et als.. Nath’l Pease et als., and mg the petitioners an order of. notice, that the amendment prevailed, 113 to 105,. The: ah other Whig® throughout the State, who
Alfred, Jan. 25, 1839-,
Cornelius W. Milliken et als., relating to sla they may have a hearing before the Com- resolution was then adopted without a divis-i may see fit to unite with them, will be holvery and the slave trade.
tmtiee. He satd it appeared that nearly the ! ¡on, and the House proceeded to ballot, with den at Augusta, on Wednesday the thirQ
H. GOULD ha’sjust received an addK
Mr. Delesdernier moved to lay the peti whole number ol voters residing on the tract the following result
teenth day of February next at two o’clock
LO»« tional supply of new and. seasonabletions oil the table.
lXSlloKv^btPu^’ “it1 ^ll"r mi I
Messrs. Hur- !
!°' I1,'0
«fnou,turning aa cancau
Mr. Kimball of Lebanon hoped the gentle Sn
/■ I ,
gt “
no Ian, Curtis, Wise, Dawson, (Whims' Smith d,d!tle for Governor, to be supported at the goods,. which he will sell as cheap as can bep.urchased elsewhere,, among them are the
man would withdraw his motion. Some of expense to the town —they have a Represenv .
o Vnilui ensuing
........election.
the petitions ask for a select committee, and tattve here amply able to mke care of their
"order of the Whig members of the following :—
Per
’ ’’
‘
u H” dey, (AVan Buten.) Legislature,
A good assortment of Brd. Cloths, CassT
he hoped they would be suffered to take that rights—the expense will fall on the petition-[
legislature.
meres and Satipetts ; Pilot and Beaver Cloths
Statf I fcuu
1»
m
I January, 1839.
course, Mr. K.said he knew many of the ers. aml they do not object to it, on the con- I
Vestings^ Cambleteens ; Alapine ; English
,
Eegisla !ure.-Iu Senate, on Tues- i
_
. peiiiioiiers. and knew them to be worthy of trary they ask for a hearing and are anxious ! h
Mcrmes ; Blk. Giro De Swiss ami Synchaw
1Iie rel’°'1 of >’’« Committee on Di vision i
all respect. Perhaps the subject of the peti for it. Mr. K. stated Some tacts which had
Tesuperasice Whm, Silk ; English and Amer. Prints French red
tions is not agreeable to idl lhe gentlemen come to bis knowledge, showing that the ■ aud Alteration of Counties, on the petition of]j
second
I “'‘E..... —I animal meeting of the Maine do. ; Canton Flannel ; Bedtick ; Cotton and
bffie, imt the petitions ought to be respectful petitioners made out a strong case, and ought i J. C. Burnham et als. praying to fie set off’ “'"'
Temperance Union will be held at Au- Silk Velvets; Bleached Linen Brown Sheet
ly treated. Mr. K. said he did* not pretend tO Mr. Dtuie sni.l he should be i„ favor rf re- I fr“m SCa'b“r0
i,,“e’ fro"* '^House J
; on Tuesday, the fifth day of Feb- ings and Shirtings ; Bro. and Blue Drilling
to be an abolitionist himself, but he did pro
Striped Shirting ; Copper-plate ; Red Serge;
committing, because gentlemen disagree in ! »'ecoinnuttecL Mr. Smart, moved the Senate !
. k A> .‘Vk
fess to be in favor of the right of petition.
As important questions, relating to the Li Red Flannel ; White do. ; Figured Salsbury;.
Mr. Allen of Alfred said he was opposed their statements of facts —but he could not , insist, which prevailed.— In {he House, the!
Law, will be discussed,’it is hoped Flannel ; Lindsey ; Choppas; Green Barage ;?
to permitting any person or set of persons to vote to instruct the Committee, without fur-i Resolve for the purchase of Williamson’s ' cense
there will be a full attendance"
tlieiate to the House what course petitions Uier information oi the cncuinstances of the j History for towns nor supplied was called i
?
'in the
■’ State are re- Dtick Italian Cravats; Levantine H’dkfs. ;
(C^The several papers
check’d gingham Hdkfs. ; Milliner’s Muslin ;
should take. 'The House is competent to de
’ up, debated and indefinitely postponed, 91 to I' quested to copy this notice.
Corded-Skirts, (white and colored
Linen
cide such questions for itselfj and petitioners
The motion to recommit prevailed. 58
C. A.‘STACK POLE, Rec. Sec’y.
Tapes ; Quality Binding ;, Suspenders ; Pearl
j 45.—A large number of petitions were pre-1
ought not to be suffered to dictate to the to 54.
Bangor, Dec. 17-, 1838.'
Jacket Bmtoiis ; Shirt do.. ; Blk. Wadding
House. These petitions are Irom a source
Petitions presented iuid refened—of Dan-, sented, relating to Slavery, License Laws,!
Chap’s Spool Thread ; Tambore Cotton ; Pawhich is ('milled to our respect as men, but iel Wood ami 225 .other male inhabitants of &c.—On motion of Mr. Vose, the Resolve’
.^**18 ; Hooks and Eyes Vest Padding ;;
li VMENEAL
not as legislators, (referring to the ladies’ .pe Lebanon,sand Miriam Wood and 245 other
to the public money, and the amendMAORipn i e / .
oT 'n'dT;" Silicia ; Colored Camhricks ; Thread Edging
tition offered yesterday.)
ladies for the suppression of the sale of in- i relating
,
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MARKIED-Ilihastport,.Vlr.SetliB.MitchMr. Appleion was utterly unable to seethe toxiealing liquors—several petitions in reja- I me nt offered by Mr. lame, were taken up. , eh, editor of the Eastport ¡Sentinel, to Miss Ann Quilling ; Blk. Silk nett Lace ; White and
Colored Worsted ; Gent’s Kid and Woolen
force id the objection of the gentleman from lion to the abolition of slavery.
| Mr. Paine rook the floor, and spoke at length i C- Wilder.
Alfred. Mr. A. advocated referencqjto a se
■'in general defence of tire measures of the ad ' In Soutji Parsonsfield,. air. Eliphalet R. Park, Gloves ; Ladies’ Kid do. ; Fur Neckties ; Rou
en Cassirnere ; Blue-blk..Italian Sew’g. Silk
to Yh’s. Lqcy Say ward.
lect committee.
Fig’d. Velvet Ribbon ; Steel Thimbles ; Haip
ministration and the party which supports it,
Mr. Hutchins of Norridgewock saw no rea
Oil; Indelible Ink, <fcc. &c„
and in reply io Mr. Alien of Bangor.
OBITUARY
son why these petitions should not be treated j SAr§ URDAY, JANUARY 26, 1839.
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_________
Paine’s amendment was adopted, and
others are Heated.
'The motion to lay on
DIED-—In. Philadelphia, Capt. Jas. GlentCh,eese ; White and Brown Sugar ; East
the table prevailed, 63 to 52.
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Bills read twice and to morrow assigned— j last week, the Senate of Massachusetts, on its r < ’• i j
P’^^i-Hfed the petition surveyor of the port of Philadelphia, a<red 83 Boston Ref’d. do. ; Molasses ; Y. H. and Sou«
Tea ; Coffee ; Salaeratus ; Starch ; Bar Soap ;
Additional exempting ceilain goods from at-1
mRu.i» I n,.-/ irrt ,
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p
Abiel Hall,et.als. relating to praelieal a- years)
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^ebsle> U’S* Senator for > ,iatomy, and after a few remarks, moved to. Lost overboard 7th mat. from ship Columbus, Candles ; Shaving Soap ; Ground and un
tachment (exempts 5 tons hard or bitumin-' I. ’
Castor
oiis coal or 50 bushels of charcoal when used six years from the 4th of March next, when i refer it to a select committee, which prevailed,; on the passacre from New Orleans to Boston, ground Spices ; Tobacco ; Sal-Soda
Oil ; Olive do. ; Sulphur : Chocolate ; Pre-,
for domestic purposes) — for the limitation ofj Mr. W’s. present term expires. Mr. Webster < ld
Allen, Nye. Bennett, Holmes and Mr. Henry Barlow of Portland, passenger
pared Cocoa;; Mustard ; Partridge’s Leather
criminal prosecutions.
; l.«.l 34 vote» «»<■ B.F. Hullet 3.-On Fri-I
Preservative, &c. &c,
Resolves read once—in favju-of Amos Doane ( .
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Alessis. Holden, Bowles and Meagan. 1
„q,, ,
yja t
.
■ •
(200 acres of land for revolutionary services); <lay, the Houseconcurred with the Senate inI i iin
HA ft® W ABE.
Senate, on Wednesday, legislation was!
KENNEBUNK, JANUARY 28, 1839.
— for the purchase of Williamson’s History oi i the election of Mr. Webster, as follows:
Sheet Lead ; Cut Nails all kinds ; Window¡reported inexpedient on an. order relative to |
Glass ; Manure Forks ; Shovels; Wood-saw
Maine for towns not heretofore supplied.
Mj-. Webster had 330votes; B. F. Hallet i the reduction of fees du Justice Wnts. A bill [
MEM ORANO A .
At Havre. D«c. 20th, ships
Merrill’ Plates^and Frames ; Bed Cords ; Axe Hatch
165 ; otheis 3.
| addiiioujii
[|ie acj fnr j)e relief of poor debt- i
SATURDAY, JAN. 19.
New Orleans. 28lb ; York, Larrabee, Cadiz, do- ets ; Fine Saws ; Skates ; Butts and screws ;
ff^The Richmond Whig states that it is ')rS WHS '■e!H,rt('d
Iea‘>
An order" Adv al New Orleans, 10th, ship Andrew, Tacks ; Brads ; Brass Nails ; J.apaned Lamps ;
Report granting leave to withdraw on the
Sad Irons ; Door Latches ; Iron Pullies ; Cot
petition of J. ('. Burnham et als. to beset off confidently asserted, by the knowing onesjSecretary of State to sub-' Scott, for ‘sale ; brig Catherine, R ose, for
Charleston.
ton Cards ;. Coffee Mills ; Files, &c. &c.
from >Scarborough to Saco, came from the i that Mr. Calhoun is dissatisfied with the ad. !
of lhe ‘Common,
—ALSO;—
Semite accepted, and on motion of Mr. Brad- ,
j ministration, aijd is preparing to take ground ? * 1
0,11 Uid’ p*^C<1Pcd
‘,,HL»”>ended ;j
Gentlemen’s stout water-proof Calf Boots ;
of Sacred
bury was laid on the table.
Common Calf do. ; Men’s and Boy’s Thick
1 rr >» r *«ip
/
•
i
i by Rtrikiiig’ out 600 and tiisciting 300 of "said i
/kt i? it a p rr p p
i
i
Petition ofNaihan Hill et als. for
•z* ••a com
*''•••  i against it.—jEmnfman/, a new paper is about | ,
.
, ___
*
iWl
Singing School,, with do. ; Ladies’ and Misses’ Shoes ; Children’s
will give
gi
mittee to rim the line between Lyman and I |() he estah|is!,e(| in New York city to advo- I Jo"nudJ”)d 300 oi lhe Fa,rilly aI)(1 School Vis-I ITS. the assistance of others,, will
a do. ; India Rubbers.
The order finally passed, amended by Concert of Sacred Music, on Wednesday,
—also—
Mr. Paine called up the bill to incmpmale ; voeiUe tbe claims of Mr. Calhoun to the striking out 300 in each case'and leaving the Jai1,
Jan. 30
30.‘ /,rI1,e
'1 y 'vil1
accompanied by an
Pure Winter-strained Sperm Oil; Refined
the Maine Sieatn Navigation Company, Mr.; Presidency.
organ and an efficient orchestra, directed by Whale do.
..... .j,,',
.
rP. . c
': Oman
mm bet blank.-I he Senate non-cuHtmrred Mr. g. parkins. Mr. Paine will preside at
Lie’s amendment (o strike out the provision ;
t
. .
Kennebunk-port, Jan. 12, 1839.
that shaios shall not be liable to assessment
1 he Legislature ol Lomsianarom- the House m amendment to tiih to im-.orpor- the org?m. A short address on the subject of
b(‘\<md 825, being under ronsideraiioti.
| menced a session at New-Orleans on the 7lh ate the Thomaston ’rheological lustitu- .■ music, will be given by Dr. C. W. Thomas.
Cot StGise Wanted.
'I'lie amendment was debated at consider^ ; inst. The President of the Senate is a V. B. I lion, 16 to 4.— In the //owifi,several petitions;
ROPOSALS will be received until the
PROGRAMME.
able lengiln by Messrs. Levensaler, W. C. I lllflll a|h| lhe SjlP.lke|. of lhe [louse a whi
31st January, 1839, at the ,Engineer
were presented. Legislation was reported |
PART I.
Aden, Sheldon, Dane, lile, Appleton, and j
----------------------- ...
Office, Governor’s Island, N. Y., for furnish
inexpedient
on
an
order
relating
to
giving
Lt.
—
Organ
—
Voluntary.
Mr.
Paine.
others.
I
YMSKF.F. Fa.rmkr and Neto England Cultiing 62,000 cubic feet of Cut Stone for a
Hie motion to strike out prevailed, Yeas I valor.—This paper commenced a new vol- towns power to tax lands held by individual ; 2d.—Quartette.— The Last Beam is shining. Light House, to be built during the ensuing
Portuguese Jlir.
74, Nays 43.
) nine wiih the new year. It is published si possessors, when the fee is in the State.— I ju_ ^i((
season, on Flynn’s Knoll, near Sandy Hook
3d.—Old Tune.—Invitation.
Kimball.
J’lie question.then canie^up on Mr. Ide’s
each proposal to be accompanied by a spec
Bill to divorce Ebenezer Cobb and Mary i zfih.
_
Address.
multaneously
in
Boston
and
Portland,
every
- - ........... By Doct. Thomas.
secoinl amendment, to add the following s
imen of the stone and the manner of cutting
Cobb
was
read
a
third
time.
Mr.
Vose
mov;
5th.—Hymn.—Wake the song of Jubilee.
; Saturday, in the qyarto form, making a
tin-p :
to which it refers.
The stone must be of
Arranged from a “ Dona Nobis ft
the best quality of Granite, and the cutting
“ Be it further enacted, That the individu- ; large volume, at the close of the year, of 416 ed its indefinite postponement apd spoke at
by Haydn.
must be such that when the stones are set
al r.ighlsaml credits of the stockholders shtdl pages. It is edited by S. W.Colf., Esq. who length in favor of the motion. Mr. Levensa- ■
6th.-—Te Deum.—We praise thee, O God.
the joints will be as close and the fitting as
be liable for the debts of lhe corporation, in is assisted by Agricultural writers and prae idr replied.
Mr. Bradbury advocated the 7th.— Duet.—Lovely Peace.
Handel;
accurate of the interior as of the exterior
the same manner as lor their mdividua4
tical Farmers abundantly qualified to impart passage of the bill, and replied to the remarks 8th.—Anthem.—Give the Lord the honor parts of them. The plans will be shown and
debts.”
of
Mr.
Vose.
Kent;
explained, and the particulars respecting
’I’lie amendment prevailed by the follow interest to its columns. Terms $2 vyithin 3
While Mr. Bradbury was speaking the See- ’ 9th.—Hymn.—Lift up your heads, eternal delivery and inspection will be made known
ing vVite :
months, S‘2 50 at the close of the year.
gate’s.
at the Engineer Office on Governor’s Island.
retarv of State came in and laid on the table
Yeas—York — Allen,
Bartlett,
Bennet,
Maine Farmer.—This valuable Agricul
December ^2, 1838.
a CONFIDENTIAL MESSAGE from the, 10th.—Mofette.—O what beamy, Lord, ap
Brackett, Bmbank, Deering, Frisbee, Lord.!
pears.
"
Mozart.
Mildram, Perkins, Tyler, Webber, &c.—77. tural paper will commence its 7th volume in Governor, and on motion of Mr. Cole of Par- !
PA RT
Nays—York — Dane, Dudley, Hersey, &c.; two or three weeks. It is conducted by Dr. is the House went into SECR ET SESSION,1
—4i.
.
.
; E. Holmes and Mr. M. Seavey, and is pub the du >rs and galleries were closed, and spec- IHh. — Air.—Eve’s Lamentation.
; I2ih.—Sentence.—O how lovely is Zion.
Mr. Cary moved that the bill be indefi-. lished in Winthrop, Kennebec, Co. at 81 75 tators and reporters excluded.
DRESS.
13th. - Chant.—Gloria in Excelsis.
nitely postponed.
AMUEL MENDUM informs the Gen
in
advance
;
82
within
the
year
j
$2
50
at
the
Another Batch.—The following nomi 14th.—Song.—’Tis Liberty.
Handel.
Mr. Dane said th© House.had decided by ;
tlemen of Kennebunk and vicinity thai
he continues to carry on th©
the vote just passed, that, they would have close of the xean The proprietors, in a re nations were made by Guv. Fairfield on the 15th.—Anthem.—Praise ye the Lord.
stocklird<iers individually liable to an mi- ! cent number, say :—
Pergolesi.
18th inst.: —
16th.—Anthem.—The eyes ofall wait upon
limited extent. He wished to have a deci-]
“ We have rnade arrangements for enlarg- Rufus McIntire, Parsonsffidd, Land Agent, j
thee, O Lord.
Haydn.
in a neat and fashionable manner, and has
sion oil the question
whether
it is best to1 ing and improving the 7th Volume of the
. .
.
Stephen Emery, Paris, Ait’y. General.
obtained the services of Mr. WARREN
grant any acts of "1<-ollH»',.illIpa: . Hc ,^oved : Farmer, ami rendering it rather more useful Thomas Sawyer, Jr. Brooks, Surveyor Gen. I 17ih.—Song.—Star of Bethlehem.
WHITER an experienced Cutter, who will
Granger,
for the yeas and nays on mdefmite postpone- ■; lhan it has heretofore been.
In addition to Nath’l Claik, Danville, Inspector General
18th.—A nthem.—Give thanks unto the Lord. attend io that part of the business. He has
ment, which were ordered.
i the subjects treated upon in the present vol
Beef and Pork.
also made arrangements so that he will reDavid Paine.
The question was taken and decided as: ume,and to give as much information in as
Parker Greenough, Portland, do. Pot and
! ceive the fashions as often as reported, and
i
Exercises
will
commence
precisely
at
sevfollows :
!¡short a space as possible, we shall devote a
Pearl Ashes.
Yeas—York—Allen,
Bartlett, Bennet,:I portion of it to the publication of receipts for John C. lliimphrevs, Brunswick, Cumber 1 en o’clock. Tickets (twenty-five cents) to be ; hopes by diligent attention to business to
i obtained at Mr. D. Remich’s Bookstore in ; give satisfaction.
Brackett, Burbank, Deering, Lord, Tyler, the treatment of wounds and diseases of farm
land, Sheriff.
WANTED as above a first rate seamstress.
Webber,
33.
. |¡stock ofall kinds—for the performance ofall Stephen Webb, Jr. Windham, do. Ch. Coun j Kennebunk, and at Mr. Luqnes’s and Mr. S.
Also two girls as apprentices.
Gou’d’s in Kennehunk-port.
JYitys—York—Dane, Dudley, Hersey, Mil- the operations in domestic economy, anil the
ty Com.
Kennebunk, Dec. 15,1838.>
Kennebunk port, Jan. 26, 1839.
dram, Paine, &c.—84.
! various branches of mechanical business, John Andrews, Scarboro,’ do. Co. Com’r.
The hill was then passed to be engrossed cookery, &c. Our facilities lor doing this Dominicus Jordan, Raymond, do.
do.
Fsu’sittsre & Feather Ware- K. S. L.
as amended.
. are more ample than they have heretofore i Ebe’r. F. Bacon,
Waterville, Kennebec,
. hsmse*
fin HE proprietors of the “ Kennebunk SoFinally passed—Resolves amhorizing the i been, and we have engaged many of the most
Sheriff.
j I.
cial Library^ are hereby notified,-that
Land Agent to exchange certain lands with able and experienced agricultural writers in Benj. Wales, Hallowell, do. Co. Com’r.
ildreth & ayres would inion®
their annual meeting for the choice of offi
Massachusetts—repealing a resolve making ■ the State to contribute to our columns, which Joseph Stuart, China,
do.
<|o.
the inhabitants of Kennebunk and vi
cers
and
the
transaction
of
any
other
busi

accounts.
the Slate Treasurer an auditor of
will enable us to fill nearly one half of dur Philo Clark, Turner, Oxford^ Sheriff,
cinity that they have taken the store in Ken
ness
which
may
properly
come
before
them,
j paper with original matter.”
nebunk, formerly occupied by Timothy Frost,,
William Frye,
do. Co. Attorney.
will be held at the Bookstore, on Monday,
adjoining Mr. Kirnbalfs carriage manufacto
|
Both papers tire deserving a liberal sup Sam’l Gibson, Denmark, do; Ch. Cd. Comr’s. February 4, at 3 o’clock in rhe afternoon.
MONDAY, JAN. 21
ry, where they will keep a good assortment
the editorsappear to be indefatigable Moses Hammond, Paris, do. Co, Coin’r.
Ordered, That the Committee on State port
D. REMICA, Clerk.
Curtis P. How, Mexico, do.
do.
of Furniture and Feathers, consisting of bu
Lands inquire into the expediency of repeal i in their efforts to render their respective
Kennebunk, Jan. 21, 1839.
reaus, sofas, tables, secretarys, common, fan
Wm. A. Burrill, Belfast, Waldo, Clerk Ju
ing so much of an Act approved March 23,
¡sheets useful and entertaining.
Persons
cy, cane seat and mahogany chairs.
dicial Courts.
1838, entitled an act to promote the settle
NOTICE.
Kennebunk, Dec. 14, 1838.
ment of Public Lands, as entitles twenty or wishing twiabseribe can examine copies iff!^a‘nes Blanchard, Jr. Prospect, do. Ch. Coun- 1VTOTICE is hereby given, that Jefferson
ty Commissioners.
our
office.
n less number of individuals to 3200 acres
-Ln
¡Smith of Sanford, in the County of
NOTICE.
Joseph Miller, Lincolnville, do. Co. Coiner.
of land, provided they give bonds to build a
York, physician, on the fifth day of De
LL persons who have unsettled aceowata
Win. Ross, Belmont, do.
do.
Saw and Grist Mill on the same.
(f/^In the obituary notice of G. C. Barrell, Joseph Chase, Sebec, Piscataquis, Sheriff.
cember 1833, mortgaged to the subscriber a
with the subscriber, are requested to
Mr. Delesdernier moved to take up the
call and settle them. Also, all notes due lhe
Esq., late U. S. Consul for the port of Mala-’ Abram L. Patten, Dover, do. Clerk Jud “parcel of land, in said Sanford, bounded
petition of Prudence B. Thurston and 69
,‘ .‘ ,‘
...
!
as
follows,
viz.
-Beginning
at
the
north
cor

. •
Courts.
subscriber, of one year’s standing, must be
others, relating to Slavery in the District of g«, whieh^ we• copied
into. our !ast nutnber, it
ner of land then owned by Thomas Green- renewed or paid.
I is stated that he received his appointment in ’Fmer S’*'?1dsL,io- do*
,?f P'Aftl)ate
Columbia, and that this and all petitions re-1
’
' ’
..
halgh,
on
the
road
leading
from
Spring-vale
WILLIAM GOOCH.
’
James Bell, Monson, do. Co. Attorney.
lating to the same subject be referred to a 1818. A friend informs us that he received ! y\]ex. jyj. Robinson, Sebec, do. Ch
Weils, Jan. 17, 1839.
Co. village to Shapleigh ; and running south 40
Joint Select Committee consisting of five on ’ . •
annoiimnent several vears
degrees west twelve rods,—by. said Greenearlier—as!
Com’rs.
the part of the House. Mr. D. said be had .
Pl
.«no
¡Francis G. Butter, Farmington, Franklin,: ha,^hs land Qthe"c®.nI0,’th 42 Agrees west A LD’S celebrated Plaster for Rheumatism^
understood that the Judiciary Committee is,|arIy a3 1808 oj 180J.
i
seven
rods and eight
Clerk Judicial Courts.
e,^ht links,
I,nks’ to a stake ;> thence xa -—for sale by
pressed with business, a ml at the request ofj----------------------------I William Dickey, Strong, do. Rear, of Probate. I north 40 degrees east, to the road aforesaid,
IVORY GOODWIN.
many members of the House, he moved fori Concert.—We would invite attention to
Kennebtrnk-porf, Jan. 22, 1839.
.... .
.
, . ” i V.
'ten rods ; thence by said road to the place
I
All
the
nominations
made
by
the
Governor
I
begun
at?
eontain
i
ng
one
ha
|
f
o
f
an
acre,
a Select Committee. The motion prevailed,1 ...
..
,
c
ami Messrs. D»l«rterni«r, Appleton, Andrew^
ndvernsement » Mother column of a
on the 11th inst., a list of which was publish- more or less, together with the house thereon
i
-- ’ „
of Turner, Kimball of Lebanon and Jde of Concert ol Sacred Music, to be given ined last week, were confirmed ...
by theConn-! standing.
SM ART, steady man to take ©barge of
Frankfort were appointed.
Kennebunk-port on Wednesday evening cjj
.
,g. • • said real estate, by said mortgage,
!I I’ claim
a Clapboard Machine p—one who un
Oh motion of Mr. Allen of Alfred, Order- next. We doubt not that Mr. Barker will,
and 1 hereby give notice that the condition of
derstands sa wing and is sufficiently acquaint
qni Jinm’t'he e)""di“cy of au'thoXjng the’ five
,n"si'ni li’ienlls “ rich lrei"11 wil1 1 C?“1- Chadbourne, Esq,, we learn, willen- '. the same has been broken, by reason where- ed with the Machinery to keep it m order,
) of, I claim, also, to foreclose the said rnort- will find good encouragement on application
Secretary of State to subscribe lor 600 cop- be seen ,llat he llns obtained lhe services of ter upon lhe discharge ofhis duties as Sheriff gage.
DANIEL WISE.
to
IVORY QOODWIN.
iesoflhe Common School Journal [at a cost* g^veral amateurs for the occasion,
( of York County, on Tuesday next,
Kennebunk-port, Jan. 21, 1838,
j Kennebunk, Jan. 25, 1839.
;
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' To all Admirers of

FASHIONABLE

S

Tailoring Business,

H

A

A

Brand

N LOW SPIRITS.-Low spirits is al
>1*.
certain state of the mind accompanied VEGETABLE UNIVERSAL PlLLgi
by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are
......... ........... —
ESTABLISHED
IN• -----1751.
apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and
Science
should contribute to health.
the worst consequences imagined. Ancient
Methinks I’ve cast full twenty years aside
medical writers supposed ibis disease to be
And am again a boy. Every breath
confined to those particular regions of the ab
Of air that trembles through the window bearg
domen, technically called hypochondria,
Unusual odor.—Proctor's Miruncola.
which are situated on the right or left side ol j
HE unprecedented success which has
that cavity, whence cuines the name hypo
resulted from the adoption of Bran,
chondriasis.
(
dreth’s Pills, during a period of upwaidsof8$
SYMPTOMS.—The common corporeal years,
,
the numerous extiaoidinaiy cures
symptoms are, flatnlerfcy in the stomach or ‘which they have performed upon liuuditds
bowels, acrid eructations, costiveness, spas- of
, individuals whom they have rescued Iron)
modic pains, giddiness, dimness of sight, pal- almost
.
inevitable death after they had |)tV|1
pitations, and often an utter inability of fixing pronounced
¡
incurable by the most eminent of
the attention upon any subject of importance the
(
faculty —warrants the proprietor o| i|,js
or engaging in anything that demands vigor Vegetable Universal Medicine, in wtumlj
May gather in darkness there.
Though my heart may turn to its vanished ' that the VEGETABLE LIF E MEDlCHNLb tlH)es occasion sickness and vomiting, though or courage. Also languidness—the mind be- ,couscientiously'recommending it to the (S.
¡are suitable to his own case ? 1-haye on my very seldom, unless the stomach is very foul; this, pomes irritable, thoughtful, desponding, mel pecial notice of the public.
dreams,
And jpys
joys that
that nave
ano sei,
j fife at my office, 367 Broadway, hundreds of however, may be considered a favorable symp- ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a
And
have taaea
faded and
set
Dr. Brandreth wishes mankind to congidef
as the......................
patient will'...............
find himself
once re- total derangement of the nervous system.— this limb, that health solely depends onihe
Though grief may have clouded hope’s brightest : |etters, frolli some of the most respectable tom,
*
-u al
..................
•beams,
citizens of this my native land, voluntarily of- | lieved, and by perseverance will soon recover. The mental feelings and peculiar train of state
¡
of purity in which the blood is kept,cv.
I ask not, e’en then to forget.
fered in testimony of the virtues of A GOOD I 'I'b.ey usually operate within 10 or 1*2 hours, and ideas that haunt the imagination and over ery part of the body being supplied daily witfe
I never give pain unless the bowels are very much
,
J VEGETABLE MEDICINE.
whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di pew blood from the food consumed, coi)Mi.
Though the heart that glowed and the eye that j
petsons whose constitutions have been ’ encumbered. They may be taken by the most versity. The w isest and best of men are as quently, according to the pmeness oj i|l(!
delicate females under any circumstances.— Il is,
shone
nearly ruined by the “ all-infallible” mineral
open to this affliction as the weakest.
blood, so must the state of the body be moie
To gladden mid sorrow s dark mght,
,
r,ations ofthe tJay, will bear me witness, however, recommended, that those in later pe
TREATMENT'.—The principal objects of or less healthy. To obtain, therefore, i|ie
riods of pregnancy shpuid lake but one at a time,
May tabrownaDS1 ’andadarkenlllgshade
jihat tbe Life Medicines, and such only, are
are j and thus ¿onlinue to keep the bovvels open : and treatment are to remove indigestion and most direct purifier of the blood, is a question
j .eve'll two may be taken where the patient is very strengthen the body, and to enliven the spir of no little importance to every individual.
O’er affection’s holiest light.
, 1 the true course to permanent good health.
JOHN MOFFAT. I costive. One pill in a solution of two table spoons its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear
I would not forget, though the mournful thought i
That Brandreih’s Pills are the most djiect
Might come with a saddening power,
i GENERAI. REMARKS RELATIVE TO j full of waler, may be given to an infant in the fol ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con purifiers of the blood, there will be no <lcubt
lowing
doses
—
a
tea
spoon
full
every
two
hours
That from friendship’s wreath, thus cherished
versation, The bowels (if costive) being care when it is considered that they have guinti)
MOFFAT’S LIKE PILLSAND
till it operates ; for a child from one to five years fully regulated by the occasional use of a
and sought
PHOENIX BITTERS.
their present very extensive sale by liteir onn
of age, half a pill — and from five to ten, one pill.
Had faded the fairest flower.
mild aperient.
We know nothing better intrinsic merit ; proved by the numerous cnies
These medicines have long been known
THE PHOENIX BLTTERb, are so called, be
anil appreciated, for their extraordinary and cause they possess the power of restoring the calculated to obtain this end than Dr. Wm. w hich they have accomplished in every vajj.
I would not forget—for still from the past,
immediaté powers of restoring perfect health, expiring embers of health, to a glowing vigor Evans’ Aperient Pills—being mild and cer ety of diseases.
A light o’er the present ís thrown,
The bowels being
to persons suffering under nearly every kind throughout the constitution, as the Phoenix is said tain in their operation.
The peculiar action of these pills is
And its cheering rays full oft have been cast
of disease to which the human frame is lia to be restored to life from the ashes of its own once cleansed his inestimable Camomile surprising; their operations being nioreor
Where the way seemed darksome and lobe.
dissolution. The Phoenix Billers are entirely* Pills, (which are tonic, anodyne and anti less powerful according to the pureness offlie
When dark o’er my pathway, the darkening cloud ble.
In many hundreds of certified instances, vegetable, composed of roots found only in cer spasmodic) are., an infallible remedy and circulating fluid. On a person in a fairstateof
Is veiling the future in night,
My heart can discern through the past’s dim they have even rescued sufferers from the tain parts of the western country, which will in without dispute have proved a great blessing health, who is only costive or slightly bilious
shroud,
very verge of an untimely grave, after all the fallibly cure FEVERS AND AGUES of all to the numerous public.
they will be scarcely felt ; on the contrary,if
The angel of mercy and light.
deceptive nostrums of the day bad utterly kinds ; will never fail to eradicate entirely all the
Some physicians have recommended a the complaint be chronic, ami the constitution
effects of Mercury, infinitely sooner than the
failed ; and to many thousands they have most powerful preparations of Sarsaparilla, and free use, of mercury but it should not be re be much deranged, they generally, at first me
I would not forget—a magical spell
permanently secured that uniform enjoyment will immediately cure the determination ol sorted to ; as in many cases it will greatly ag powerful, until the system be freed fr,omsoiiie
Hath endeared my heart to the past,
of health, without which life itself is but a BLOOD TO THE HEAD; never fail in the gravate the symptoms.
of its most vitiated and turgid humors. T|,is
And the look and tone that was cherished well,
partial blessing. So great, indeed, has their sickness incident to young females ; and will be fgUIE DIFFERENCE.—It cannot be de- accomplished, doses sufficient to cause twoor
O’er the future the spelt hath cast.
efficacy invariably and infallibly proved, that found a certain remedy in all cases of nervous JL
nied that whilst many medicines three copious evacuations daily, will soon reOh sweet are the thoughts that memory brings
it has appeared scarcely less than miraculous debility and weakness of the most impaired con which are recommended to the public, have move the disease, and the constitution wil||)e
To the heart in its lonely hours,
Like the gentle gush from the hidden springs,
to those who were unacquainted with the stitutions. Asa remedy for Chronic and Inflam not even the negative merit of harmlessness, restored to a state of health and renewed
To the pale and drooping flowers.
beautifully philosophical principles upon matory Rheumatism, the efficacy of the Phoenix there are others which it would be great in vigor.
which they are compounded, and upon Bitters will be demonstrated by the use of a sin justice indeed, and suicidal prejudice to in
These Pills are recommended by thousands
I would not forget —a lesson is taught,
which they consequently act.
It was to gle bottle. The usual dose of these bitters is volve, untried, in a common condemnation. of persons whom they have cured of ConIn each tone from the past breathes,
their manifest and sensible action in purify half a wi ne glass full, in water or wine, and this And when a medicine comes endorsed with sumption, Influenza. Colds, Indigestion, DysMore dear to the heart, than the gems of thought ing the springs and channels of life, and en quantity may be taken two or three times a day,
about half an hour before meals, or a less quan all the great names that have adorned the jrepsia, Headache, Pains, and a sense of lull,
Which fancy’s bright bower enwreathes.
duing them with renewed tone and vigor, tity may be taken at all times. To those who annals of the medical profession, and war ness in the back part of the bead, usually ||le
It is, that the past is a proof of love,
that
they
were
indebted
for
their
name,
which
A light to the future given,
are afflicted with indigestion after meals, these ranted by the seal and signature of long and symptoms of the apoplexy, Jaundice, Fever
was bestowed upon them at the spontaneous Bitters will prove invaluable, as they very great uniform success, its proprietor makes no un a n d A g u e, bi I io 11 s, I y p h u s, a i) d c o m in on Fever»
A token of mercy from God above,
request of several individuals whose lives they ly increase the action ofthe principal viscera, help reasonable demand upon the public confi ol all kinds, Asthma, Gout, Rheumatism,ner
To direct onr steps to Heaven.
had obviously saved.
them to perform their functions, and enable the dence, when lie claims for it a superior con vous diseases, Liver complaints, Pleurisy.in.
Trumpet.
The proprietor rejoices in the opportunity stomach to discharge into the bowels whatever is sideration.
ward weakness, ilepression of the spirits, Rup.
probate notices
afforded by the universal diffusion of the dai offensive. Thus indigestion is easily and speed
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of tines, Inflammation, sore Eyes, Fils, Palsy,
ly press, for .placing his VEGETABLE LIFE ily removed, appetite restored, and the mouths Dr. Wm. Evans is undeniably entitled to this Dropsy, Small Pox, Measles, Croup, Coughs,
At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within and PILLS within the knowledge and reach of of th® absorbent vessels being cleansed, nutri enviable distinction, for w hilst no medical au Whooping Cough, Quinsy, Cholic, Cholera
tion is facilitated, and strength of body and ener
for the County of York, on the first Monday in every individual in the community. Unlike
thority in existence condemns it, every medi Morbus, Gravel, Worms, Dysentary, Deaf
January, in the year of our Lord eighteen the host of pernicious quackeries, which boast gy of mind are the happy results. For farther cal practitioner that is acquainted with it
particulars of MOFFAT’S LIFE PILLS, and
ness, ringing noises in the Head, King’s Evil,
hundred and thirty-nine, by the Hon. WM. of vegetable ingredients, the Life JPiIls are
PHOENIX BITTERS, .apply at Mr. Moffatt’s freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues,’ Scrofula, Erysipelas or St. Anthony’s Fire,
A. HA YES, Judge of said Court :
purely and solely vegetable, and contain office, No. 367 Broadway, New York, where lire
NN BLAISDELL, widow of Ephraim neither Mercury, Antimony, Arsenic, nor any Pills cart be obtained for 25 cents, 50 cents, or and that the latter should do so in opposition Salt Rheum, White Swellings, Ulcers, some of
to their personal interests, must be attributed thirty years standing, Cancers, Tumors,
Blaisdell, late of Acton, in said county, other mineral in any form whatever. They $1 per box ; and the Bitters for
or $*2 per bot either to their candor and love of truth, or to
swelled feet and legs, Piles, Costiveness,all
deceased, having presented her petition for
Numerous certificates of the wonderful their unwillingness to fly in the face of all ob
are entirely composed of extracts from rare tle.
• eruptions of the Skin., frightful Dreams, Fe
an allowance out of the personal estate of and powerful plants, the virtue of which, efficacy af both, may be there inspected.
servation,
and
the
testimony
of
thousands.
male Complaints of every kind, especially ohsaid deceased :
In some obstinate and complicated cases of
though long known to several Indian tribes,
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend that sti notions, relaxai ions, & c.
ORDERED—That the eaid Petitioner
and inflammatory Rheumatism, Liver
and recently to some eminent pharmaceutical chronic
The thousands w ho use and recommend
give notice to all persons interested, by caus chemists, are altogether unknown to the igno Complaints, Fever and Ague, Dyspepsia, Palsy, his Camomile Tonic Pills will cure all dis
ing a copy of this order to be published three rant pretenders to medical science ; and were Piles, injuries from the use of mercury, quinine eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad these Pills, is a proof positive of their extraand other diseases of long standing, it may be mits that they will not. He lays no claim toi ordinary and beneficial effects. They in fact
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
never before administered in so happily effi found necessary to take both the Life Pills and the the discovery of the “ Philosopher’s Stone,” assist nature, to do all she can in the curing
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said County,
cacious a combination.
Phoenix Bitters, in doses before recommended.
and wishes nobody to believe that he sellsi of every form and symptom of the one. imly
that they may appear at a Probate Court
N. B.—These Pills and the Bitters will get all the “ Elixir of Life,” but he does say, and he disease, to which the human frame is sub
Their first operation is to loosen from the
to be held at South Berwick, in said county,
Mercury
out
ofthe
system
infinitely
faster
than
on the first Monday of February next, at ten coats of the stomach and bowels, the various the best preparations of Sarsaparilla, and are a does believe, and he can prove, that in debil ject, namely —impurity of the blood, or m
of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, impurities and crudities constantly settling certain remedy for the rushing of blood io the ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous other words, an impure state of the fluids.
if any they have, why the same should not around them ; and to remove the- hardened head, or all violent headaches, tic douloureux, &c. diseases of all kinds ; in weakness of the di These Pills do indeed ‘ assist Nature’ to all
faeces which collect in the convolutions of the —All persons who are predisposed to apoplexy, gestive organs, in incipient consumptions,> she can do for the purification of the iminan
be allowed.
small intestines. Other medicines only par palsy, &c., should never be without the Life whether of the lungs or the liver; in the body ; yet there are numerous persons whose
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
tially cleanse these, and leave such collected Pills or the Bitters, for one dose in lime will dreadful debility occasioned by the use of cases are so bud, rind whose bodies are so
A true copy—Attest,
masses behind, as to produce habitual cos save life. They equalize the circulation of the purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism, (more es much debilitated, that all that can reasonably
John Skeele, Register.
tiveness, with all its train of evils, or sudden blood, draw all pressure from the head, restore pecially) in the sicknesses incident to moth be expected is temporary relief, nevertheless
Al a Court of Probate held at North Berwick, diarrhoea, with its imminent dangers. This perspiration, and throw off every impurity by the ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev
some who have commenced using the Pills
within andfor the County of York, on thefirst fact is well known to all regular anatomists, pores of the skin.
ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease under the most trying circumstances ol bodi
Monday in December, in the year of our who examine the human bowels after death,
which is brought on by intemperance ; in ly affliction, when almost every other reme
IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, by and hence the prejudice of these well inform
Persons using the Life Medicines, are requested the wretched horrors of mind and body which dy had been altogether unavailing, have bean
the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said ed men against the quack medicines of the
to take the Pills at night, in sufficient quantities accrue from occasional ineluiety ; loss of ap restored to health and happiness by their
Court:
age. The second effect of the VEGETA to operate two or three times on the bowels in petite, langour, melancholy, pains in the use.
AVID
WILCOX, administrator ol BLE LIFE PILLS is to cleanse the kidneys the course of the next day. Also, take a table head, limbs or side, in corrupt, sallow, and
SOLD ONLY LN KENNEBUNK BY
the estate of Thomas D. Cutts, late and the bladder, and by this means, the liver spoonful of the Bitters half an hour before each uncomely complexions, caused by the bad
of Kittery, in said county, deceased, hav
 the lungs, the healthful action of which meal. For those of a delicate or enfeebled con- state of the fluids—in all these cases, and in JOHN OSBORN & Co. ;
and
In Kennebunk-poit, by S. H. Gould ;
ing presented his first account of adminis entirely depends upon the regularity of the. i stitution, half the quantity may be sufficient.
others mentioned in the bills of directions
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck,
tration of the estate of said deceased for al urinary organs. The blood which takes its
OC/^For hirther particulars of the above given with his medicines, HE DOES SAY
lowance:
red color from the agency of the liver and medicine see “ Moffat’s Good Samaritan,” a that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, in — Sub Agent, Seleticris Adams;
Lyman, William Huntress;
ORDERED—That the said administrator the lungs before it passes into the heart, be
copy of which accompanies the medicine. terchanged occasionally with his APERIENT
Allred, B. F.Chadbourne;
give notice to all persons interested, by caus ing thus purified by them, and nourished by
A copy can also be obtained on application FAMILY PILLS, (the i.est known) which
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ;
ing a copy of this order to be published three food coming from a clean stomach, courses
at the Bookstore of D. Remich, Kennebunk, are sold with them, will effect immediate re
Emery’s Mills, Aaron Webber;
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga freely through the veins, renews every part where the Medicine is lor sale.
lief ; and if used but for a fair period of trial
Acton Corner, Stephen Merrill ;
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, of the system, and triumphantly mounts the
Sold wholesale and retail by the proprietor, a perfect cure. This much is placed beyond
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
that they may appear at a Probate Court to banner of health in the blooming cheek.
W. B. Moffat, 367, Broadway, New York.
a
doubt
by
daily
testimonies
which
would
be held at South Berwick, in said county, on
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson ;
August,
1838.
be
given
on
oath
;
and
for
this
much
Dr.
W.
The fullowing are among thé distressing vari
N ...........................
' ■
North
Berwick, Sheldon
Hobbs
;
the first Monday of February next, at ten of
EVANS can conscientiously request confi
ety of human diseases, to which the Vegetable
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if Life Pills are well known to be infallible
dence.
ferriage Manufactory,
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John H.
any they have, why the same should not be
Other and more conclusive demonstrations Spear ;
DYSPEPSIA, by thoroughly cleansing the
allowed.
first and second stomachs, and creating a flow of
of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile
Attest,—John Skeele, Register.
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Free
pure healthy bile instead of the stale and acrid
Preparations and Aperient Medicines, are man ;
A true copy—Attest,
kind ;—Flatulency, Palpitation of the Heart,
submitted by the following important and ex
John Skeele, Register.
York, Alexander Dennett;
Loss of Appetite, Heart burn and Head- .che,
traordinary cures effected by their highly
Jan. 5.
York Corner, Samuel Douglass;
Restlessness,1U-temper, Anxiety, Langour, and
medicinal
qualities
—
all
of
which
may
be
Melancholy, which are the general
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P' M. ;
e-------- symploi
-j -r..... JS °f
Eist of betters
seen
at
Dr.
Wm.
Evans
’
Medical
office,
No.
------Dyspepsia, will vanish, as a natural consequence
Buxton Corner, Nathan Eklen;
Remaining in the Post- Office at Kennebunk of its cure. Costiveness, by cleansing the \vhole
7, Division street. One or two of these he
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
port, Jan. 1, 1838.
herewith respectfully gives to a discrimina
length of the intestines with a solvent process,
Newfield —Dam’s Mills, Caleb IL
R. Ayer,
A. B. C. D. E. F. G. H. L J. K.
ting
public.
and without violence : all violent purges leave the
C. W. KIMBALL
P. M.; West do. J. & S. C. Adams;
1SS LUCY H. BROWN,-Daniel Cred- bowels costive within two days. Diarrhoea and
JD„........ ....... £! . 1 ft
-r-'k
»
1
Dr. W. EVANS—Sir : Bepleased to receive the
Parsonsfield,Asa Dolton; North do., Milo
LvA iford, Nathan Cook, 2, Henry Clark,— Cholera, by removing the sharp acrid fluids by "l^OULD inform the inhabitants of Ken- thanks of one "ho has been a great sufferer for sev
J. Goss ;
*
V
nebunk
and
vicinity,
that
he
has
ta

which
these
complaints
are
occasioned,
and
by

eral
years,
for
the
great
benefit
she
has
received
from
Daniel Durrell, 2, Miss Mary Dorman,—Miss
Cornish, John McLellan ;
’Lucinda Emerson,—John Green,—Albert D. promoting the abricative secretion of the mucus ken the building in Kennebunk adjoining the virtues of your inestimable Camomile Tills. She
Limingtoii, James McArthur;
membrane. Fevers of all kinds, by restoring the Bryant & Warren’s, Apothecaries, formerly hns suffered with pain and distress in the head, a tight
Horn,—Benjamin Kinison.
blood to a regular circulation, through the process occupied as a Bake-House, and has fitted it ness across the stomach, shortness nf breath, and palpiWaterborough, James Leavett.
L. M. N. P. Q. R. S. W. Y.
tation of the heart ; exercise would almost overcome
of perspiration in some cases, and the thorough
Jesse Larrabee, 3, William Lewis, William solutionof all intestinal obstructions in others. up m good order for the above named busi her ; but since using your Camomile Tonic Pills, her „ Agents for York, Cumberland and Lincoln
Leavett, Samuel Littlefield,—Jacob Mitchell, The LIF E PILLS have been known to cure Rheu ness. CARRYALLS and LIGHT WAG complaints are removed—she is able to exercise with Counties will be supplied hereafter from Mr.
Lemuel Miller, jn, Miss Olive Mitchell,—Ab matism permanently in three weeks, and Gout in GONS, of any style, built io order and war out fatigue, and she is happy to say can now ettioy S. H. Colesworthy, Portland.
life comfortably again.
J
JdHN O. LANGLEY,
—ALSO—
ner Perkins, Eliphalet Perkins—James Sum half that time, by removing local inflammation ranted.
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third st. N. Y.
Only authorized travelling Agent for the
ner,—William Wildes,—Masterson Young. from the muscles and ligaments of the joints Chaise RepaRriiig& Painting,
Newark, July 18, 1836 —Dear Sir— For 4 years 1
26 Letters.' Dropsies of all kinds, by.freeing and strengthen done at short notice and on the most reasona have been so unwell that 1 was unable to attend to
State of Maine.
—ALSO —
Kennebunk, Feb. 10, 1838.
tf.
ing the kidneys and bladder -, thev operate most ble terms.
OLIVER BOURNE, P. M.
my business, and for the last 4 or 5 mouths was confin
delightfully on these important organs,.and hence SLEIGHS, from the Trig Buggy down to ed to my room ; tny complaints were rheumatism, pain
have ever been found a certain remedy for the the old fashioned Family Sleigh, constantly in my stomach, indigestion and loss of appetite,’ with
notice
HE subscriber having contracted with
ALL persons are forbid trespassing on worst cases of Gravel. Also, Worms, bv dislodg on hand, and will be sold as cheap as can be continual pain and dizziness.iri my head ; I used differ
ent kinds of medicine without effect, tmtil I commenced
ing from the turnings of the bowels the slimy mat
the town of Kennebunk, to support
the premises of the subscriber—known
purchased in this State.
Various kinds of taking your invaluable Camomile and Aperient Pillster to which these creatures adhere ; Asthma and
LUM BER taken in part payment.
as Drake’s Island—for the purpose of dig
their beneficial effects upon me astonish all who knew’ the poor of said town for one year, hereby
consumption, by relieving the air vessels of the
March 28, 1838.
.•»^situation. In a few days 1 shall be at.ypur office gives notice, that be has made suitable pro
ging clams or for any other purpose, as they lungs from the mucus, which even slight colds
to express my gratitude to you in person.
in the vision for them, and hereby forbids all per
would avoid the penalty of the law in such will occasion, which if not removed becomes
time 1 subscribe myself your obedient servant sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers
cases made and provided.
The subscriber hardened, and produces those dreadful diseases, Pastern Stage House,
No, mean
r.
...
r.
B. S. JARVIS, 13 Centre st.
of said town on his account or on account of
wishes to be understood distinctly, that he Scurvy, Ulcers, and inveterate Sores, by the
Dr. Wm. Evans.
Ann Street, Hoston.
the town, as he wil*| pay no bill for their
forbids persons from coming on to any part perfect purity which these Life Pills give to the
He
therefore
need
only
add
that
his
FT1HE subscriber would announce to his
of his farm, including graving ways, from înzt r a;nla11 l!le hu,nors 5 Scorbutic Eruptions
.
Al'EX. G. FURNALD.
CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with sl,PPortfriends,
and
the
travelling
public
gen

Kennebunk, May 1, 1838.
]y
lexwns' bY their alterative effect
the house to low water mark, without per nnnn th
his
excellent
FAMILY
APERIENT
erally,
that
thetabove
establishment,
having
taîeof
?
U1
Î
Stl
’
at
feed
the
Skin
’
the
in(
Xrbid
mission from him.
Saiio,,,f wblch ^casmns all Eruptive complaints, undergone complete repairs and beep newly PILLS, can he obtained, wholesale or retail,
Making,
SAMUEL DONNELL.
HL subscriber would inform the inhahivl xZns
andr fther dis^eeable Com- furnished throughout, is now open for the re at No. 7, Division st. near Chatham square,
Wells, Jan. 9, 1839.
fime will
t °Se °f lh*Se Pllls for a very sh°rt ception of company. The location is cen New York, and of his authorised agents in i
i, ia>n'S oi Kennel)u«ik-port and vicinity,
time, will effect an entire cure of Salt Rheum tral and /convenient, and the present propri town and country.
that he has opened a shop near Nason’s Mills, .
BIEFAW ROBES.
fj^PdaS,f^ a ,s*rikin£ improvement in the
J. H. JONES corner of M iddle and Union where he will carry on the .Boot and Shoe
etor is determined to spare no effort on his
BALE of prime Buffalo Skins, just re duenza vtilf T
Common C^ds and In
streets, Portland, Agent for State of Maine, making business m all its branches.—Having
fluenza, will always be cured by one dose, or bv part to maintain the good name ofthe house, where persons may apply for sub-Agencies.
ceived, and for sale by
employed a finished workman, his work will
J?feV?hD ‘n
^°rSt Ca8es> ^^,-as a rem^- and to ensure a continuance of the public
„
.
,
„
S. H. GOULD.
Sole Agents, Daniel Remich, Kennebunk ; be done as well and as cheap as can be found
±veVptXosi df,stprT,nrand obstinat9 maladv, favour it has hitherto, in a large measure re
Kennebunk port, Jan. Il, 1839.
James
Crockett,
Norway
;
Thomas
Chase,
N
elsewhere —By diligent attention to his busi
the Vegetable Life Pills deserve a distinct and ceived. The books ofthe Eastern Rail-road
Yarmouth ; Nathan Reynolds, Lewiston - ness he hopes to merit the patronage of the
emphatic recommendation. It is Well known to and Stages are still kept at the house.
hundreds m this city, that the Proprietor of these
,
M. P. SIMPSON.
FLOfR,
N. B. Attached to the establishment is a Joseph Griffin, Brunswick ; Palmer & Wash Pu£,,e- ,
invaluable Pills, was himself afflicted with this
C&tfW RBLS. Flour,-----from
Foreign
Kennebunk-port, Dec. 28, 1838.
large yard, good sheds, first rate stables, burn, Gardiner ; R. G. Lincoln, Hallowellcomplaint for upwards of thirty-five years, and where every attention will be given to hor Moses Noble, Augusta ; J. K. Miller, Old
Wheat, for sale by
tha he tned m vain every remedy prescribed
WMVTED
town ; Duren & Thatcher, Bangor ; Samuel
,
C. W. WILLIAMS.
ses, by experienced ostlers.
IMBER and PLANK, suitable for a ves
within the whole compass of the Materia Medica
Jackson & Co. Belfast ; Barker Neal Wis
Kennebunk, Jan. 5,1839.
J TYLFR
He however, at length, tried the medicine which
sel of 370 tons, by
casset ; Henry Hyde, Bath.
’
Boston, Dec. 12,1838.
„
.
JAMES TITCOMB.
February 18-, 1837.
Kennebunk, Dec. 27s 1838.

(H^A CONTRAST—AH nations, from he
1 now offers to the public, and he was cured in
a very short lime, after his recovery had beeu
the remotest ages, have had ships, but Co- !
not only improbable, but absolutely
P O E TR V 'lumbus only found the way to America. Be- pronounced
Iimpossible, by any human means.
fore
the
time
of
the
great
Spanish
navigator,,
1 WOULEHNCH7forget:
DIRECTIONS FOR LSE.-The Proprietor of
people were only enabled to paddle about the- the Vegetable Life Fills does not follow thè
BY MISS NA»CY- THORNING.
shores. Just so with the Life Medicines. It base and mercenary practice of the quacks of
I would not forget, no, treasure the past—is but two short years since 1 first ventured» the day, m advising persons to take bis Pills in
There’s music in every tone,
upon an unknown ocean, and 1 have discov large quantities. -\o good medicine can possibly
That breathes of the scenes that have flown so
ered the precious object I was in search of
be so required. These Pills are to be taken at
fast.
HEALTH. Vegetable medicines were in bed lime every night, for a week or fortnight,
Of days that have faded and gone.
deed known when I commenced my search, according to the obstinacy of the disease. 1 fie
And 1 love the sound, though oft tlrere’s a tone
but their use was not. By the use of them, 1 usual dose is from 2 to 5, according to the consti
That whispers of sorrowing hours,
Very delicate persons
have not only passed from the dejected in tution of the person.
But I would not oblivion’s mantle were thrown
O’er the past with its thorns and flowers.
valid, to the hale, hearty and active man of should begin with but two, and increase as the
business, but, comparatively speaking, I have nature of the case may require: those more ro
bust, or of very costive habit, may begin with. 3,
I wcrtfrld not forget, no, cherish the past,
renewed my
my youth.
youth. Il can
ean thus, with confi- and increase to 4, or even 5 Pills, and they will
renewed
Tlkough the shades of sorrow and care,
'i zi
deuce
I1
ìli
in » my
Ì » I? <own
\ W ì I Pexperience,
V
advise
with
my
. ..t------.. ~i- effect a sufficiently happy change to guide the
Like the clouds that oft the bright sky o’ercast, ! z- n
.....
(lt*>- want nroof patient in their further use. These Fills somei fellow-citizens.
Does the i-.a..
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